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ABSTRACT 

Urban areas occupy a large and increasing proportion of global land area. To date, 

urbanization generally produces disastrous consequences for native species. Yet some 

developed areas appear to support native species better than others, suggesting that 

humans need not harm nature with their mere presence. Indeed, our cities - if managed 

appropriately - may play a crucial role in sustaining the world's biological diversity. 

Focusing on birds, I here present four investigations into the causes and consequences of, 

and potential solutions to, the problem of reduced biodiversity in urban areas. In the first, 

I develop and implement a community-based monitoring project (the Tucson Bird Count) 

to acquire previously unavailable data on the distribution of birds throughout Tucson and 

its many habitats. In the second investigation, I focus on one suite of birds - those that 

require desertscrub habitats - and develop a model to understand better the relationship 

between these species and the composition of their habitats in and around Tucson. In the 

third investigation, I evaluate the ability of 62 alternative future scenarios to restore and 

sustain Tucson's desert birds, assessing particular strategies that can be used to reduce the 

impact of development on these species. In the fourth investigation, I compare the 

displacement of humans relative to bird diversity in Tucson and 4 other cities. This 

analysis reveals a systematic pattern of urban humans concentrated in neighborhoods of 

impoverished diversity. This pattern likely applies to many other cities worldwide, and 

has tragic implications both for human quality of life and for the conservation of nature 

everywhere. Fixing this situation will require innovative approaches - based on sound 

biology - to sustaining nature nearer the places we spend our lives. This dissertation is a 

first step in that direction. 
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Chapter 1: introduction 

When my wife, Jessica, and I moved to Tucson in the fall of 1998, we were well aware of 

the spectacular diversity of the region's plants and animals. In particular, we had heard of 

the near-mythological status of southeastern Arizona as a Utopia for birdwatchers. Being 

birders ourselves, we were understandably excited about our relocation. So when we 

moved into our house, it came as a surprise to us to find that scarcely any of this diversity 

was to be found around our yard. 

Sensing this problem, we came up with a solution. We'd heard the convential wisdom 

that feeders could "attract" birds to a yard. We knew that advice was incomplete, so we 

took it one step further and created actual habitat. We quickly set out to restore the desert 

to our yard. We removing the non-native bermuda grass {Cynodon dactylon) and an 

African sumac (Rhus lancia), replacing them with native trees {Prosopis velutina, 

Cercidiumfloridum), shrubs and subshrubs (Atriplex lentiformis, Enceliafarinosa, 

Lycium spp.), cacti {Camegiea gigantea, Opuntia spp.), annual and perennial flowers 

{Penstemon spp., Baileya multiradiata). Our yard's flora flourished; plants grew quickly, 

and several species {Encelia, Penstemon) successfully recruited without our help. Seeds, 

nectar, fruit, and cover were on the rise. Yet even as the new vegetation matured, it 

became clear that our efforts might not be enough to bring birds and other wildlife back 

to our yard. We'd not even seen many native species in our neighborhood. Though the 

list of species not found in our neighborhood is long, Gambel's Quail is perhaps the most 
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egregious absentee. Gambel's Quail {Callipepla gambelii) is generally so common as to 

be taken for granted by residents of Tucson's outlying areas. We saw or heard not a one 

in 4 years in our neighborhood. 

Why did our neighborhood have so few native birds, while other developed 

neighborhoods retained so many? My observations drove me to investigate in greater 

detail the distribution of birds in and around Tucson. The remaining four chapters of this 

dissertation are the culmination of that work. 

To address questions regarding the distribution of birds around Tucson, I needed bird 

data from points spread widely over space and over the myriad land uses found in the 

Tucson basin. These data did not exist. In Chapter 21 introduce the methods and results 

of the Tucson Bird Count, an ongoing, community-based bird monitoring project that I 

organized for the initial purpose of collecting the missing data. I also explore basic 

patterns in the data: common themes among species' distribution maps, and the 

sensitivity of species to variation in land use. 

In Chapter 3 I focus on one particular group of species - those requiring desertscrub 

habitat - to gain better understanding of what drives their distributions in and around 

Tucson. In this chapter I discuss my use of remote-sensing methods to obtain a map of 

habitats throughout the study area. I then develop a model which links the occurrence of 

bird species to the composition of their habitat at several spatial scales. 
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In Chapter 4 I draw on the model of Chapter 3 to evaluate the ability of alternative 

development or restoration scenarios to sustain and/or restore Tucson's birds. I create 60 

alternative habitat maps of the Tucson area (or parts of it). I then use the model -

parameterized with the original data - to predict the occurrence of species in these novel 

scenarios. I compare the predicted occurrence of each species among scenarios to 

determine how factors such as total habitat area, patch size, density of scrub within 

developed or restored patches, and restoration of watercourses may be used to create 

landscapes more favorable to native birds. 

In Chapter 5,1 investigate the extent to which other people experience reduced diversity 

around the places they live. I collected - and digitized, as necessary - data from every 

city worldwide for which (1) species data have been collected in each cell of a regular 

grid, and (2) human population data at the finest census level are readily available. This 

effort yielded a database of several cities with bird data (Tucson, Washington, Florence, 

and both former sides of Berlin), and one with data on ferns (Chiba City, Japan). I 

compare the spatial distribution of people relative to that of species diversity, finding a 

systemic pattern of urban humans concentrated in neighborhoods of impoverished 

diversity. I conclude by discussing the tragic implications of this pattern both for human 

quality of life and for the conservation of nature everywhere. Fixing this situation will 

require innovative approaches - based on sound biology - to sustaining nature nearer the 

places we spend our lives. This dissertation is a first step in that direction. 
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Chapter 2: Citywide biological monitoring as a tool for 
ecology and conservation in urban landscapes: the case 
of the Tucson Bird Count 

Summary 
As urban areas worldwide continue to grow, the cities in which we live, work, and play 

can take on an increasingly vital role in sustaining biological diversity. Studies of bird 

communities in metropolitan areas show that our cities generally remain places 

inhospitable to most native bird species. However, gaps exist in our understanding of the 

principles needed to design metropolitan landscapes that better sustain native birds. 

Long-term data collected of a range of spatial scales across a city can aid in filling these 

gaps. To evaluate an approach to collecting such data, and to address unanswered 

questions concerning birds in populated areas, I organized a volunteer-based bird 

monitoring project (the Tucson Bird Count, or TBC) in Tucson, Arizona, USA. In the 

TBC, skilled observers surveyed the breeding bird community at hundreds of sites 

throughout Tucson. This paper reports results after the second year of this ongoing 

project, and has four objectives. First, it discusses issues of survey design in relation to 

scientific and conservation data needs. Second, it tests the ability of a citywide survey to 

rapidly prioritize species according to their sensitivity to development. Third, it presents a 

novel approach for quantifying the impact to humans of reduced diversity in urban areas. 

Finally, it concludes with an evaluation of the viability of volunteer-based, citywide 

surveys as tools for research and monitoring in cities in general, citing specific examples 

from this Tucson study. Volunteer-based, citywide surveys offer high-visibility, efficient 
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means to acquire data unobtainable by other methods, presenting great potential to 

advance ecology and conservation. 

Introduction 
Human-dominated landscapes occupy a large and increasing proportion of the Earth's 

land area (Vitousek et al. 1997), and harbor a substantial portion of global biological 

diversity (Pimentel et al. 1992). Urban areas are of particular concern: many cities are 

growing rapidly both in area and in population. The proportion of all humans living in 

urban areas will soon surpass 50 percent worldwide (80 percent in more developed 

regions), and is expected to continue rising for several decades (United Nations 

Population Division 2001). Accordingly, the areas in which we live, work, and play, if 

managed appropriately, can play an increasingly vital role in sustaining the world's 

species (Rosenzweig 2003). Moving toward uses of urban and suburban land that help 

sustain native plant and animal populations can aid in conserving biodiversity by 

increasing the habitat area available to living things (Rosenzweig 2003). In a world made 

up increasingly of city dwellers, it may also give humans more contact with nature, 

potentially improving quality of life (Shaw et al. 1985, Clergeau et al. 1998) and 

increasing human appreciation of nature in general (Schicker 1986, Rohde and Kendle 

1994). 

While admittedly not the only taxon present in urban areas, birds as a group are often 

common denizens of these environments. Their conspicuous visual presence and vocal 

habits render them relatively easy to study (Konishi et al. 1989), and they have been 
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proposed as indicator taxa for species less easily observed in inhabited areas (Blair 1999). 

Studies to date generally show depressed abundance and diversity of native bird species 

in urban areas, with increased abundance only for a few synanthropic exotic or native 

species (e.g., Emlen 1974, Clergeau et al. 1998). But must humans harm nature with their 

mere presence? Studies surveying multiple sites within urban areas (e.g., Mills et al. 

1989) demonstrate variation in the capacity of different developed sites to support bird 

populations. This suggests that we have the opportunity to design urban landscapes better 

able to sustain birds than those we live in now. A long-term goal of urban ecologists, 

then, should be to uncover the factors regulating the success or failure of species in 

inhabited areas, and use these factors to develop principles for the design of urban 

landscapes compatible with nature. 

But the attainment of this goal has been hampered, in part, by a lack of adequate data. 

Particularly lacking are data (1) collected over the multiple spatial scales relevant to 

urban ecological processes; (2) spanning the variety of land uses present in developed 

and nearby areas; or (3) repeating surveys at the same sites on a long-term basis. To 

evaluate an approach to collecting such data, and to address unanswered questions 

concerning birds in populated areas, I organized a volunteer-based bird monitoring 

project (the Tucson Bird Count, or TBC) in Tucson, Arizona, USA. This project has now 

operated for two years and will continue annually, allowing additional research questions 

to be addressed as data are accumulated over time, and as supplemental data sets (e.g., 

high-resolution land cover maps) are completed. For now, the current paper presents 
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initial results of the Tucson Bird Count's efforts, and has four specific objectives. The 

first is to discuss issues of survey design in relation to scientific and conservation data 

needs. The second goal is to test the ability of a citywide survey to rapidly prioritize 

species according to their sensitivity to development. The third is to use a novel approach 

to quantify the impact to humans of reduced diversity in urban areas. A final objective is 

to evaluate the viability of volunteer-based, annual, citywide surveys as tools for research 

and monitoring in cities in general, citing specific examples from this Tucson study. 

Methods 

Survey design 

The general strategy of the Tucson Bird Count is twofold. First, the TBC seeks to pool 

resources, enabling the collection of data not available in smaller studies and, thus, 

allowing previously unaddressable questions to be addressed. Second, the TBC seeks to 

maximize the applicability of data collected to urban science and conservation efforts. Of 

course, no single survey can provide all data necessary for every research question. 

However, a well-planned effort can furnish data for a number of studies, provide a 

framework upon which more detailed investigations may be organized, and suggest what 

those investigations ought to be. 

Several study design factors emerge which may improve the usefulness of a biological 

survey to a variety of urban ecology questions. First, the survey should encompass a 

range of spatial scales (i.e. various lag distances among survey points) so as to facilitate 

investigations of the scaling relationships between birds and the urban environment. For 
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example, knowing the spatial scales at which birds respond to landscape structure (e.g., 

Hostetler and Holling 2000) can guide the design of networks of suitably sized and 

spaced habitat patches throughout cities. Second, the survey should cover as many 

variations in land use as possible. Biologists generally lack the resources to conduct 

experimental manipulations on the scale of metropolitan areas, so we must take 

advantage of the many 'natural experiments' (sensu Diamond 1986) conducted in the 

development of cities. As a final general principle, the survey must be efficient, in terms 

of both monetary cost and time spent by participants. An efficient survey design is more 

likely to be repeated at the same site in future. Longitudinal study is critical, as the study 

of urban ecology is - for the foreseeable futiu-e at least - a study of change. Moreover, 

efforts to restore native species in populated areas will benefit from an adaptive 

management approach (Holling 1978), in which a monitoring program provides continual 

feedback (in this case, at the local, neighborhood, or citywide scale) on the responses of 

species to land use changes and management actions. An efficient survey design is also 

more likely to be attempted in other urban areas. Data from additional cities can alleviate 

problems of pseudoreplication present in some landscape-level analyses (Hargrove and 

Pickering 1992). In addition, although some general principles have emerged from the 

study of wildlife in urban areas, not all areas, human cultures, and natural communities 

are the same. Thus an efficient protocol that can be implemented in different areas should 

be developed. 
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The North American Breeding Bird Survey (BBS; Sauer et al. 2001) implements all of 

the above factors, with a few exceptions: (1) the BBS surveys at the scale of a continent 

rather than a metropolitan area; (2) the BBS deliberately avoids urban areas in route 

placement, and moves routes away from cities when development encroaches (O'Cormor 

et al. 2000). The BBS has been efficient and remarkably successful in its use to science 

and conservation (O'Connor et al. 2000). The approach chosen for the Tucson Bird Count 

is based on the BBS, with both the total extent and spacing of survey sites reduced. The 

stratified random approach, in which one survey location is placed randomly within each 

cell of a regular grid, provides distributional information seldom collected at the scale of 

an urban area (see Hadidan et al. 1997 for one exception). Increasing the number of sites 

surveyed is generally preferable to repeated visits if travel between sites is efficient (Link 

et al. 1994). Since travel time is a small cost in urban areas, additional effort was spent on 

additional sites rather than repeated visits. Also like the BBS, the TBC is a volunteer-

based survey, deriving its economy from the modest individual commitments of a large 

contingent of amateur and professional birders. 

Study area 

The Tucson metropolitan area comprises roughly 1300 km^ in southern Arizona, USA at 

around 780 m elevation. The area's human population has increased rapidly in recent 

years, with that of Tucson proper increasing 20.1% from 1990-2000 (United States 

Census Bureau 2000). Over 800,000 people now inhabit the metropolitan area. Outward 

development continues in all directions not constrained by government-owned lands. 
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Original habitats immediately surrounding Tucson are predominately upland Sonoran 

desertscrub (Brown and Lowe 1980), comprising various trees {Cercidium spp., many of 

which exhibit shrub-like growth), shrubs (e.g., Larrea tridentata, Encelia farinosa), a 

columnar cactus species (Carnegiea gigantea, the giant saguaro), and other cacti 

(Ferocactus wislizenii, ten or more Opuntia spp.). Small amounts of mesquite woodland 

and forest remain in the study area (Prosopis spp.), primarily to the northeast. Desert 

vegetation has been thinned substantially in suburban areas, and in urban Tucson, it is 

structurally different where it does occur. Non-native ornamental plantings and shade 

trees {Eucalyptus spp., Finns halepensis, etc.) predominate in developed areas, with 

planted trees spaced among parcels such that urban Tucson structurally more closely 

resembles savannah than the desertscrub or woodland vegetation types once common 

here. Surface water is available perennially at very few locations; most washes flow only 

after heavy rain, although one section of the Santa Cruz River flows with treated effluent. 

The initial Tucson Bird Count study area encompasses 730 km^ of land in and around 

metropolitan Tucson, AZ (Figure 2-1). I selected this study area to include areas of rapid 

development and gradients in vegetation and land use. The study area extends roughly 

between the large parks to the west (Tucson Mountain County Park and Saguaro National 

Park West in the Tucson Mountains) and east (Saguaro National Park East and the 

Coronado National Forest) of Tucson, to 1000 m elevation in the Santa Catalina 

Mountains (Coronado National Forest) to the north, and to the San Xavier Indian 

Reservation to the south. Within 30 km of Tucson's city center, elevation varies from 670 
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m to the northwest, to 2791 m atop Mt. Lemmon to the north. However, the TBC's 

interest is in bird species actually or potentially using land within inhabited areas in and 

near Tucson. Thus, the TBC excludes areas above those elevations at which development 

generally takes place (about 1000 m). 

Using a Geographic Information System (GIS), I divided a map of the study area into a 

grid of 1 km cells, and selected a random point within each cell as a survey site. Point 

placement was done independently of the presence of roads or other features. I avoided a 

fixed array of points (e.g., grid vertices) because many Tucson roads (and thus parks, 

etc.) are aligned directly north-south or east-west, and could produce spurious 

correlations if such a design were used. I chose the cell size of 1 km^ based on the 

coverage desired and estimated observer effort available. 

I grouped nearby sites into 'routes' which could be easily traversed by one person with a 

car or bicycle in a single morning. To reduce spatial autocorrelation among sites for a 

given observer, I made routes as near linear as practical. The resulting 71 routes 

contained sites from 8 to 12 contiguous grid cells apiece, with those in less accessible 

areas having fewer sites. I created two additional routes for areas less accessible by 

public roads: Davis-Monthan Air Force Base (entirely within Tucson, 43 sites) and 

Sabino Canyon Recreation Area (Coronado National Forest, 9 sites). Additionally, I 

coordinated monitoring protocols with Saguaro National Park's Inventory and 

Monitoring Program so that data could be exchanged between the two programs. This 
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added 9 sites in Saguaro National Park West and 4 in Saguaro National Park East. These 

13 sites were not contiguous with each other or with the other sites, but otherwise 

followed the same protocol as all other sites (located randomly, etc.). 

Survey period 

Dates when Tucson-area birds are most detectable vary among species, due to differences 

in timing of reproduction, migration, and other factors. Thus, I consulted a number of 

local ornithologists to select a survey period - 15 Apr to 15 May - when the greatest 

number of bird species are vocalizing consistently. This one-month survey period 

accommodates observers' schedules and allows multiple routes per observer, increasing 

the total effort available. 

Observers and survey management 

I recruited skilled observers through the Tucson Audubon Society newsletter, a regional 

birding e-mail listserv, and personal communication (for this study, a "skilled observer" 

is defined as one who can identify the 25 most common Tucson-area species quickly by 

sight or sound, is familiar with most other birds of the Tucson area, and may need quick 

reference to a field guide for certain less-common or difficult-to-separate species). 

Observers used the TBC web page to view a survey area map, register, and adopt routes. 

Each observer received a detailed roadmap (letter size) of their route(s), GPS coordinates 

of each site, and standardized data forms. Most observers reported data over the internet 

via an on-line version of this data form, from which their data entered the database 
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directly. Even those that reported via internet were instructed to return completed forms 

by mail. I entered data not reported via internet manually into the database. 

Survey protocol 

At each site one observer conducted a 5-minute, unlimited radius point count (Blondel et 

al. 1981), recording all bird species seen or heard. Observers conducted all counts 

between 30 min before and 4 h after local sunrise. Observers recorded the greatest 

number of individuals of each species known to be present during the 5-minute period. 

So that no data were discarded, observers recorded any observations by individuals other 

than the primary observer, outside the 5-minute window, or during transit between sites 

as separate, 'supplemental' observations. Counts were not conducted during periods of 

rain or prolonged drizzle, or if wind exceeded a gentle breeze (exceeded 3 on the 

Beaufort scale). 

If noise was such that ability to detect and discriminate birds was compromised, 

observers were instructed to survey the site at a quieter time. Birds present around any 

type of land use within the study area (even parking lots and roads) are of interest. 

Therefore, site relocation to avoid road noise was only permitted if returning at a quieter 

time was not possible. Because original sites were placed randomly, observers were 

instructed to move inaccessible sites (e.g., in a residential back yard) to the nearest 

accessible location (e.g., sidewalk), and detail such changes with GPS coordinates, street 

addresses, and/or annotations on the provided maps. All analyses use actual count 

locations. 
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Data analyses 

To evaluate the sensitivity of bird species to development, I analyzed the distribution of 

each species in the context of zoning maps. Zoning codes provide information on 

development mode and intensity, are readily available in the form of spatial data sets, and 

are the primary tool used in guiding land development. I condensed zoning codes used by 

area governments into 4 land use classes (Table 2-1), and used these classes to reclassify 

zoning GIS layers (Pima County Transportation Department 2001) for the entire study 

area. The reduced number of land use classes was necessary to reconcile differences in 

zoning codes among the 4 municipalities involved and to minimize overlap among 

classes. For each species, I used a G test to test for differences in frequency of occurrence 

among land-use classes. Additionally, to identify the class or classes in which each 

species occurs most frequently, I tested for differences between each pair of land use 

classes. Because of the exploratory nature of this study, I used a fixed significance level 

of 0.05 for each statistical test. In addition to evaluating land use class 'preference', I 

computed the coefficient of variation among frequencies of occurrence in the 4 land use 

classes as a sensitivity index (SI) to characterize the sensitivity of each species to 

variation in land use. 

Ecologists often use statistical methods to estimate species diversity from incomplete 

samples (e.g., Leitner and Turner 2001). To assess the relationship between land use 

classes and bird species diversity, I estimated the number of species present in the study 
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area as a whole and within each land use class using the first-order jackknife estimator 

(Burnham and Overton 1979). 

Biological data collected in the manner of the TBC provide a unique opportunity to 

evaluate quantitatively the bird community available for experience by people living in a 

metropolitan area. Doing so requires spatial information on bird species richness and on 

human population. For each 1 km cell in the study area, neighborhood bird species 

richness was calculated as the total number of bird species observed in that cell and the 8 

adjoining cells. This provides an index of the number of bird species present within a 9 

km neighborhood of each site in the survey area. Because of bias due to low sample size, 

this index was not computed at cells for which fewer than 5 neighboring cells were 

surveyed (e.g., some edges of the survey area). Census data on human population (2000 

US Census data from Pima County Transporation Department 2001) were used to 

estimate the number of people living within each 1 km TBC cell. Because census blocks 

are irregularly shaped and do not coincide with TBC cell boundaries, the proportion of 

each census block's population occurring within a TBC cell was assumed to be 

proportional to the area of intersection between the census block and TBC cell. Summing 

across all census blocks intersecting a cell provides a reasonable estimate of the human 

population of each cell. Frequency distributions of species richness and human 

population among cells were then analyzed to quantify the bird community available to 

Tucson's human residents near their homes. 
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Results 

Survey effort 

Between 15 Apr and 16 May 2001, 51 primary observers and 30 additional observers 

participated in the Tucson Bird Count. A few routes in the southern parts of the survey 

area went unadopted. Three other routes were adopted but not surveyed due to unrelated 

emergencies. Twenty of the 43 original sites at Davis-Monthan AFB were not surveyed 

due to access restrictions. Observers surveyed a total of 692 sites on 61 routes. Of these, 

data from 18 sites were discarded due to protocol violations (counts too late in the day or 

by observers who failed to meet the "skilled observer" criteria outlined above). Thus, 

valid data were obtained from 674 sites in the study area. To survey from accessible 

locations, volunteers moved sites a median distance of 27.9 m. 

Survey effort - Year 2 

In the TBC's second year (15 Apr to 15 May 2002), 71% of primary observers returned 

from 2001. In 2002, a total of 53 primary observers and 25 additional observers 

participated. Six routes surveyed in 2001 were not in 2002 due to unrelated emergencies 

(these omissions are temporary, as the routes will be surveyed in future years). Eleven 

new routes were added. Valid data were obtained from 724 sites in 2002. 

Two years of data are available. However, it is not yet profitable in most analyses to pool 

these data. This is because using only those 599 sites surveyed in both years would 

reduce the total number of sites available. One alternative would be to include all 799 

sites surveyed in at least one year by averaging the counts at each site across years for 
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those sites with more than one year available. However, this would produce potentially 

severe biases in analyses. For example, species richness (and the incidence of individual 

species) will be artificially lower at those sites surveyed during a single year than at sites 

surveyed both years. In the future, this bias will decrease, because one might use, say, all 

sites which have been surveyed in 4 of 5 years, 7 of 10, etc. But with two years' data this 

bias outweighs the benefit of including additional sites. Therefore, I report here the 

results of analyses using only the 2001 data (674 valid sites). Analyses conducted 

separately for 2002 data did not produce qualitative differences in results. 

Bird community composition 

Observers recorded a total of 104 bird species in point counts during the 2001 survey 

period. Of these, 77 species are considered actually or potentially breeding within the 

study area (hereafter, 'breeding species') based on breeding records and seasonal 

distribution notes (compiled in Taylor 1995). Table 2-2 lists breeding species, their 

origin, seasonal status, and frequency of occurrence on the TBC. Because they are often 

difficult to separate reliably, data for Common and Chihuahuan Ravens were lumped for 

analyses. Of the breeding species, twenty-four are found in the study area only during the 

breeding season, while the remainder can generally be found in similar numbers year-

round. In addition to the breeding species, 27 species of nonbreeders and transients were 

observed, collectively accounting for fewer than 1% of individuals counted. These 

nonbreeders include some species (e.g., Yellow-rumped Warbler, Dendroica coronata) 

which breed in the region but only at elevations above the study area. 
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While most species observed are native to the Tucson area, six species not historically 

present were observed. Three of these species are exotic, including the three European 

species (Rock Dove, House Sparrow, European Starling) common in many North 

American cities. The other three species (Inca Dove, Great-tailed Grackle, and Anna's 

Hummingbird) are considered 'near-native', having undergone range expansions in the 

past century. The first-order jackknife method estimated species richness for the entire 

survey area at 125 with an estimated standard error of 6.6 species. Figure 2-2 maps 

species richness observed across the study area. 

Actual and estimated species richness varied among land use classes (Table 2-3). Both 

observed and estimated species richness were highest in Low-density Residential (RL), 

followed by High-density Residential (RH), Commercial/Industrial (CI) and Open Space 

(OS). However, these results must be interpreted with caution due to the disparate 

number of sites among land use classes. In fact, the rank order of land use classes by 

either observed or estimated richness is identical to the rank order of the number of sites 

per land use class. The jackknife method partially corrects for, but does not eliminate, the 

negative bias in observed species richness due to sample size. 

Most non-breeding species were encountered rarely. This fact suggests that the study 

sampled the breeding species more thoroughly than it did the group of all species 

together. This may seem counterintuitive, but consider: many rare species suggest the 

presence of uncounted species, while lack of rare species among breeders indicates more 
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complete sampling. This makes sense ornithologically as well, with breeding species 

generally more vocal and conspicuously positioned (and thus more readily detected) than 

non-breeders. Thus, richness estimates should be more accurate if applied to the breeding 

bird community alone. However, analysis of the breeding subset does not change the rank 

ordering of richness among land use classes (Table 2-3). The order does change slightly 

when only native breeding species richness is considered. Since only 2 of 6 non-native or 

near-native species were found in OS (compared to 6 in all other land use classes), OS 

surpasses CI in native breeding bird richness. Although not significant, this change 

occurs despite the much larger number of CI sites surveyed, suggesting that a greater 

diversity of species is indeed present in OS sites. 

Species distributions 

The stratified random approach enables the creation of species abundance maps over the 

Tucson area. These maps reveal some conspicuous qualitative patterns in the distribution 

of species. I discuss four common patterns here (Figure 2-3). Gambel's Quail, a 

distinctive Sonoran Desert bird, was among the most frequently observed species overall 

(395 sites), yet was notably absent near Tucson's urban center (Figure 2-3a). A suite of 

other desert dwellers (Ash-throated Flycatcher, Black-tailed Gnatcatcher, Black-throated 

Sparrow, Canyon Towhee, Gilded Flicker, Pyrrhuloxia, and others) exhibit similarly 

donut-shaped patterns. 

The overall frequency of the exotic House Sparrow nearly equals that of Gambel's Quail 

(401 sites). However, the distribution of House Sparrows resembles the inverse of that of 
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the Gambel's Quail, with many more observations in highly developed areas and fewer 

toward the urban periphery (Figure 2-3b). The Tucson-area distributions of other 

regionally synanthropic species (Anna's Hummingbird, European Starling, Great-tailed 

Grackle, Inca Dove, and Rock Dove) appear similarly skewed toward the urban center. 

Lucy's Warbler was found most frequently to the northeast, an area containing mesquite 

forest and relatively tall trees of other native species (Figure 2-3c). Other species 

characteristic of native woodlands and streamside vegetation in the Sonoran desert, 

including Bewick's Wren, Brown-crested Flycatcher, Northern Cardinal, Lesser 

Goldfinch, and Phainopepla, showed similar patterns. 

Abert's Towhee, an almost ubiquitous resident of riparian areas in much of the lower 

Colorado River watershed, was observed at only 8 of 674 sites. The distribution of these 

sites is informative, however: each lies within meters of a major wash (Figure 2-3d). The 

same is true of the sites at which Yellow Warbler (7 sites). Song Sparrow (3), and 

Common Yellowthroat (1) were observed. All are breeding birds typical of southwestern 

riparian habitats. Other species characteristic of these riparian habitats - including 

Summer Tanager (Piranga rubra) and Yellow-breasted Chat (Jcteria virens) - were not 

observed at all. 

Assessing avian sensitivity to land use 

Quantitative analysis of bird and land use data provides insight beyond qualitative 

patterns in species distributions. Species showed wide variation in land use class 
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preference (Table 2-4). Thirty-three species showed significant (P < 0.05) differences in 

their incidence among land use classes (G test across all classes in which species 

present). Pairwise G tests reveal 14 of these species occurring significantly more often in 

a single land use class. For the other 19 species, incidences in two land use classes were 

statistically indistinguishable from one another, yet significantly higher than in all other 

land use classes. Placing the four classes on a continuum from least developed to most 

developed (OS, RL, RH, CI), no species exhibited joint preference for nonadjacent land 

use classes. For example, while 10 species appeared to prefer both OS and RL, none 

preferred both OS and RH. 

As revealed by the sensitivity index (SI), species also display wide variation in their 

sensitivity to differences in land use (Table 2-4). For example, although they were most 

common in RL and RH land use classes. White-winged Doves were found frequently in 

all classes (max. incidence = 84.8% in RH, min. = 61.1% in OS), and this is reflected in 

their low SI of 0.17. Other species insensitive to differences in land use include Mourning 

Dove (SI = 0.09; lowest of species occurring in > 5 sites). Curve-billed Thrasher (0.25), 

Gila Woodpecker (0.32), Cactus Wren (0.34), and House Finch (0.35). These SI values 

contrast strongly with those of Bell's Vireo (SI = 1.69), Canyon Wren (1.71; highest), 

and Phainopepla (1.47). Median SI among species occurring in more than 5 sites was 

0.89. Perhaps one might expect uncommon species - seen in at most a few sites for any 

one land use class - to show spuriously higher SI values due to their low sample sizes. 

However, apparently insensitive-yet-uncommon species like Greater Roadrunner (SI = 
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0.35, 15 total sites) and sensitive-yet-common species like Ash-throated Flycatcher (SI = 

1.29, 71 sites) indicate that SI remains a useful heuristic tool. 

Avifauna experienced by Tucson's human population 

Based on the 7,625 US Census blocks wholly or partially contained within TBC survey 

cells, approximately 515,000 people live within the 674 I km^ cells surveyed. Average 

'y 

number of species computed over a 9-cell (9 km ) neighborhood was 21.6 (17.6 for 

native species). But people are concentrated in areas with fewer species: seventy-three 

percent (79.2% for native species) of the area's population has less than the average 

number of species in their 9-cell neighborhood. 

Supplemental observations 

In addition to the 104 bird species observed in point counts by primary observers, 4 

additional species (one breeder and 3 nonbreeders/transients) were only counted outside 

of points counts or by other observers and were recorded as supplemental observations. 

Supplemental data also offer added distribution information for the 73 species recorded 

under supplemental observations for at least one site. Supplemental data required 

negligible additional effort to collect. Although acquired through less rigorous standards 

than point count data, supplemental data may nonetheless contribute to some studies 

(e.g., documenting that individuals of a species disperse to or investigate particular 

locations, but may not be establishing a population there). 
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Discussion 
Once a discipline with few practitioners, the ecology and conservation of wild things in 

metropolitan areas is attracting more attention (see, e.g., Marzluff et al. 2001a). The birds 

of Tucson alone have been the subject of multiple investigations (Emlen 1974, Tweit and 

Tweit 1986, Stenberg 1988, Mills et al. 1989, Frederick 1996, Boal and Mannan 1999). 

Yet, few studies have surveyed birds over an entire metropolitan area and its associated 

heterogeneities in land use. Citywide, systematic sampling of a metropolitan area has 

been attempted to varying degrees in the past in London (Montier 1977), Porto Alegre, 

Brazil (Ruszczyk et al. 1987), Washington, D.C. (project 'DC Birdscape'; Hadidan et al. 

1997), and Chiba City, Japan (Numata et al. 1997, as cited in Nakamura and Short 2001). 

Although several of these surveys took multiple years to complete, none was repeated at 

the same sites to track changes over time. As discussed above, the otherwise unobtainable 

data of citywide studies offer great potential to advance conservation. However, once the 

critical mass needed to accomplish a citywide survey has been achieved, challenges 

include ensuring that the data contribute to scientific study and management, refining 

methodology as needed to improve the usability of data, and ensuring that the effort 

continues in the future. 

The results and analyses presented here demonstrate the viability of volunteer-based, 

citywide surveys as research tools, and highlight some of the contributions possible with 

such projects. The Tucson area is home to a diverse bird community, yet distribution 

maps reveal that differences exist in how species respond to urban landscapes. Many 
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TBC species maps fall into one of several recognizable patterns. Management for species 

diversity is impractical on a species-by-species basis, and distribution maps suggest 

groups that may respond similarly to management actions. Additionally, these maps may 

be used to identify potential sites for habitat preservation or restoration efforts. While 

other methods, such as targeted surveys of potential park areas, could provide 

information on species present, a citywide dataset provides baseline information that can 

be used to show how a site of interest compares to the rest of the metropolitan area. 

Indeed, TBC data have already been used in both of these roles (surveying site of interest 

and baseline data) in the purchase of land for a natural resource park. Distributional 

information collected in citywide surveys may also play a role in tracking the spread of 

introduced species or those with expanding ranges. Although not observed in the present 

study, two Old World species, Eurasian Collared-dove (Streptopelia decaocto) and 

Peach-faced Lovebird (Agapornis roseicollis), have been observed in the region (pers. 

obs. and T. Corman,comm., respectively) and may establish Tucson populations. 

The analyses presented here demonstrate the effectiveness of citywide surveys in rapidly 

prioritizing species according to their sensitivity to development. They examine land use 

classes derived from area zoning classifications, revealing variation among species both 

in apparent preference for different land use classes and in sensitivity to differences in 

those classes (Table 2-4). As was the case with distribution maps, many species fall into 

groups with respect to land use preference and sensitivity. Future development is likely to 

affect most strongly those species that prefer classes of lower development intensity - OS 
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and RL - and also show high sensitivity to differences in land use. In Tucson this group 

includes a suite of desert upland species (Black-throated Sparrow, Canyon Towhee, and 

others) and species more closely associated with well-vegetated washes (Lucy's Warbler, 

Bell's Vireo, and others). These results demonstrate the importance of open space to 

sustaining birds near cities. Zoning can be a useful tool in conservation (Bissell et al. 

1986); the distributional, land use preference, and sensitivity findings of city wide surveys 

can inform its judicious use. This use of zoning can occur at local scales, in the form of 

regulating land uses near areas of particular importance to birds, and at regional scales, 

for example in maintaining adequate proportions of open space city wide. 

Some caution is needed in the interpretation of these results. The notion of land use class 

used in this paper is a coarse descriptor of actual land use. Variation exists within each of 

the classes used, and lags can occur between the time of zoning changes and the time 

development occurs. In those cases where the land use class presented here does differ 

from actual land use at a site, land use class overestimates development intensity. For 

example, some large tracts at Davis-Monthan and on some state trust lands resemble open 

space in degree of development and vegetation, yet their zoning code allows low-density 

residential development. Thus, for the majority of species - those that fare more poorly at 

higher development intensities - the analyses here may slightly overestimate occurrence 

on higher-intensity land use classes and underestimate occurrence on lower-intensity land 

use classes. For these species, sensitivity index calculations are conservative estimates of 

actual sensitivity to development. 
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Initial results of the TBC indicate that a substantial diversity of birds may reside in 

developed areas, with low-density residential areas in particular appearing to harbor a 

number of species. This is a promising result, suggesting that opportunities indeed exist 

for integrating humankind and nature in the same landscapes. However, this result must 

be interpreted carefully. The fact that low-density residential areas contained more 

species than did, for example, high-density residential areas does not necessarily mean 

that preservation of nature is impossible in more densely developed areas. Rather, it 

simply reflects the fact that, historically, something about the way RL areas have been 

developed by humans has allowed the persistence of more species than the changes that 

took place in RH or CI areas. Ongoing investigation is focused on the more proximate 

mechanisms underlying these differences; what specific landscape features (e.g., amount 

and configuration of native habitat remnants) help sustain native bird species? It may 

very well be that, once these features have been identified, they may be used successfully 

in restoring birds even to more densely developed areas. This is particularly important 

considering that low-density development may be among the least desirable land uses in 

terms of negative environmental impacts (e.g., Anderson et al. 1996, see Roseland 1998 

for review). 

The negative relationship between developmental intensity and bird diversity has been 

observed often, but has a tragic and seldom-considered consequence. As shown in the 

present study, due to the negative effects of urbanization (at least as it historically has 

occurred), the greatest numbers of Tucsonans experience the most impoverished bird 
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fauna around the places they spend their lives. Globally, more than half of all humans are 

predicted to live in urban areas by the end of the decade (United Nations Population 

Division 2001). If the analysis presented here is any indication, this translates to billions 

of people with fewer opportunities to interact with or develop an appreciation of the 

natural world. At first glace this pattern may appear trivial: perhaps we should expect a 

negative relationship between human population density and native bird diversity. 

Thankfully, the relationship between humans and nature is more complex than that. That 

it is possible to sustain a diversity of living things in the places we live is a premise of the 

Tucson Bird Count's efforts, illuminating the methods by which we can sustain them the 

long-term goal. 

Several computer technologies enabled management of the large amount of geospatial 

and count data needed to design and execute the TBC. I brought together existing data 

layers for roads, political boundaries, terrain features, land ownership, and zoning in a 

GIS. This GIS facilitated survey design, generation of maps, site location and relocation, 

and some spatial computations. A Structured Query Language (SQL)-capable relational 

database enabled web-based submission and organization of count data as well as real

time web display of results (Turner 2003b; JavaScript code for web interface available 

from author upon request). 

With this common set of methods and tools in place, expansion of the survey area or 

inclusion of new monitoring programs requires marginal additional effort. The TBC 
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began a pilot 'Park Monitoring Program' in 2001 to monitor specific parks, washes, and 

other areas important for birds more intensively than the main TBC program (data not 

shown here). Participants - both individuals and groups - adopted 13 parks to date and 

continue to survey them during 4 survey periods throughout the year, timed to assess 

wintering and migrating birds in addition to breeding birds. Although the program's 

methods differ slightly to better monitor non-breeding birds, existing TBC protocols and 

data management resources reduced the overhead needed to implement this new program. 

Conclusions 
In addition to pooling resources to facilitate science and management, large, volunteer-

based surveys provide an avenue for urban conservation to engage a broader audience. 

Since its inception the Tucson Bird Count has had high visibility in the Tucson 

community. Since the bulk of urban lands are privately held, successful efforts to sustain 

nature in urban areas will require communication of results and recommendations to the 

public. Projects like this one - at the intersection of science, conservation, recreation, 

education, planning, and other fields - present opportunities for community-based 

conservation and other collaborative efforts. 

Findings of the present study suggest that inclusion of open space parcels in the 

metropolitan landscape will be necessary for reviving and sustaining native bird 

communities. Additionally, developed areas should retain as much of the structural and 

vegetative character of open space as possible over a substantial part of the landscape. 

We already have several tools available for accomplishing this, including varying 
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building density and - more practically - restoring and retaining native vegetation. Yet 

the tide has yet to turn. As with cities elsewhere, acres of native habitat are bladed for 

new development every day in Tucson, and every sale of an existing home brings a good 

chance of the new owner clearing existing vegetation. If this ratcheting effect continues, 

the spatial patterns of native bird species will be increasingly larger donuts around larger 

bird-deprived urban areas, and this can happen even if building densities remain 

unchanged. But we can turn the tide. Much research in landscape ecology remains to be 

done to develop practical solutions to sustaining birds in urban areas. More critically, we 

must inform the public of new and existing information and solutions. Though some may 

really have bad intentions or be truly indifferent, the majority of people simply aren't 

aware of the importance of yards, washes, and parks to creating a landscape more 

conducive to nature. This role as educator can only be filled by those of us studying 

urban systems. 

The pioneering work of the North American Breeding Bird Survey (Sauer et al. 2001), 

DC Birdscape (Hadidan et al. 1997), and citizen science efforts of BirdSource and the 

Cornell Lab of Ornithology (e.g., Rosenberg et al. 1999) demonstrate some of what 

extensive, volunteer-based studies can accomplish. These projects also offer precedents 

for effective survey design, observer management, and data management which can 

facilitate other studies, as they have the present one. The Tucson Bird Count's first year 

was likely the most difficult, since most survey sites have now been established and data 

management tools have been created and tested. Apparently no citywide surveys have 
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been repeated in additional years. The Tucson Bird Count expanded in its second year, 

and is scheduled to continue into the future. This project's continued success, and the 

establishment of others like it elsewhere, will depend on the ongoing participation of 

volunteer birders and the commitment of individuals and institutions to coordinate these 

efforts and see that their results continue to be used. 
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Table 2-1: Land use classes represented in the study area. These classes condense 
zoning codes within the study area into four non-overlapping groups. 

Land use class Symbol Description Area (km^)^ # sites'^ 

Commercial/Industrial CI 
Industrial, office, business, and mixed 
development; parking lots 
Single- and multi-family residential 

112.0 94 

High-density Residential RH above 5.45 residences/acre (RAC; 8000 
sq ft or 743 m^ per residence) 

173.8 176 

Low-density Residential RL 
Single-family residential to 5.45 RAC, 
golf courses, urban parks 
Natural reserves (Saguaro National 

344.4 368 

Open Space OS Park, Coronado National Forest, Tucson 
Mountain Park) 

43.6 36 

Total 673.8 674 

a Area within study area composed of each land use class. For this calculation, the total study area is the 
aggregate of all 1-km^ grid squares containing visited sites. Total area adds up to less than 674 due to 
slight errors in rounding. 
b Number of sites visited within each land use class. Because sites are classified according to the land 
use at the immediate count location, the number of sites is expected to approximate, but not equal, the 
actual area of each class. 
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Table 2-2: Breeding bird species observed in the study area on point counts during 
the study period. Only the 77 species actually or potentially breeding below 1000 m 
in the Tucson area are shown, including species found year-round and those 
generally present only during the breeding season. 

Common name Scientific name Origin® Season" # sites % sites' 

Great Blue Heron Ardea herodias N Y 8 1.2 
Green Heron Butorides virescens N Y 1 0.1 
Black-crowned Night-heron Nycticorax nycticorax N Y 1 0.1 
Turkey Vulture Cathartes aura N S 15 2.2 
Mallard Anas platyrhynchos N Y 5 0.7 
Cooper's Hawk Accipiter cooperii N Y 3 0.4 
Harris's Hawk Parabuteo unicinctus N Y 5 0.7 
Swainson's Hawk Buteo swainsoni N S 1 0.1 
Red-tailed Hawk Buteo jamaicensis N Y 15 2.2 
American Kestrel Faico sparverius N Y 10 1.5 
Peregrine Falcon Faico peregrinus N Y 1 0.1 
Prairie Falcon FaIco mexicanus N Y 2 0.3 
Gambel's Quail Callipepla gambelii N Y 395 58.6 
American Coot Fulica americana N Y 2 0.3 
Killdeer Charadrius vociferus N Y 9 1.3 
Black-necked Stilt Himantopus mexicanus N S 1 0.1 
Rock Dove Columba livia Ex Y 170 25.2 
White-winged Dove Zenaida asiatica N S 539 80.0 
Mourning Dove Zenaida macroura N Y 610 90.5 
Inca Dove Columbina inca NN Y 57 8.5 
Greater Roadrunner Geococcyx caiifornianus N Y 15 2.2 
Burrowing Owl Athene cunicularia N Y 2 0.3 
Lesser Nighthawk Chordeiles acutipennis N S 1 0.1 
Common Poorwill Phalaenoptilus nuttallii N S 1 0.1 
White-throated Swift Aeronautes saxataiis N Y 6 0.9 
Broad-billed Hummingbird Cynanthus latirostris N S 2 0.3 
Black-chinned Archilochus aiexandri N S 39 5.8 
Hummingbird 
Anna's Hummingbird Caiypte anna NN Y 61 9.1 
Costa's Hummingbird Caiypte castas N S 8 1.2 
Gila Woodpecker Melanerpes uropygialis N Y 450 66.8 
Ladder-backed Picoides scalaris N Y 11 1.6 
Woodpecker 
Gilded Flicker Colaptes chrysoides N Y 66 9.8 
Say's Phoebe Sayornis saya N Y 9 1.3 
Vermilion Flycatcher Pyrocepiialus rubinus N Y 4 0.6 
Ash-throated Flycatcher Myiarchus cinerascens N S 71 10,5 
Brown-crested Flycatcher Myiarchus tyrannuius N S 36 5.3 
Cassin's Kingbird Tyrannus vociferans N 8 6 0.9 
Western Kingbird Tyrannus verticalis N S 26 3.9 
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Loggerhead Shril^e Lanius ludovicianus N Y 1 0.1 
Bell's Vireo Vireo bellii N 8 6 0.9 
Raven sp. Corvus N Y 16 2.4 

cryp toleucus/corax 
Purple Martin Progne subis N S 24 3.6 
Northern Rough-winged Stelgidopteryx N S 9 1.3 

Swallow serripennis 
Cliff Swallow Petrochelidon pyrrhonota N S 2 0.3 
Barn Swallow Hirundo rustica N S 9 1.3 
Verdin Auriparus flaviceps N Y 290 43.0 
Cactus Wren Campylorhynchus N Y 385 57.1 

brunneicapillus 
Rock Wren Salpinctes obsoletus N Y 1 0.1 
Canyon Wren Catherpes mexicanus N Y 7 1.0 
Bewick's Wren Thryomanes bewickii N Y 6 0.9 
Black-tailed Gnatcatcher Polioptila melanura N Y 41 6,1 
Northern Mockingbird Mimus polyglottos N Y 285 42.3 
Curve-billed Thrasher Toxostoma curvirostre N Y 275 40.8 
European Starling Sturnus vulgaris Ex Y 153 22.7 
Phainopepla Phainopepia nitens N Y 68 10.1 
Lucy's Warbler Vermivora luciae N S 35 5.2 
Yellow Warbler Dendroica petechia N S 7 1.0 
Common Yellowthroat Geothlypis trichas N Y 1 0.1 
Canyon Towhee Pipilo fuscus N Y 33 4.9 
Abert's Towhee Pipilo aberti N Y 8 1.2 
Rufous-winged Sparrow Aimophila carpalis N Y 14 2.1 
Rufous-crowned Sparrow Aimophiia ruficeps N Y 2 0.3 
Black-throated Sparrow Amphispiza bilineata N Y 61 9.1 
Song Sparrow Melospiia melodia N Y 3 0.4 
Northern Cardinal Cardinalis cardinalis N Y 143 21.2 
Pyrrhuloxia Cardinalis sinuatus N Y 75 11.1 
Red-winged Blackbird Ageiaius phoeniceus N Y 8 1.2 
Great-tailed Grackle Quiscalus mexicanus NN Y 216 32.0 
Bronzed Cowbird Moiothrus aeneus N S 17 2.5 
Brown-headed Cowbird Moiothrus ater N Y 82 12.2 
Hooded Oriole Icterus cucullatus N S 8 1.2 
Bullock's Oriole Icterus bullockii N S 6 0,9 
Scott's Oriole Icterus parisorum N S 2 0,3 
House Finch Carpodacus mexicanus N Y 396 58.8 
Lesser Goldfinch Carduelis psaltria N Y 75 11.1 
House Sparrow Passer domesticus Ex Y 401 59.5 
a Species origin: N = native; NN = near-native; Ex = exotic 
b Seasonal status: Y = generally can be found in study area year-round; S = summer (breeding 
season) only 
c Number of sites at whicli species observed expressed as percent of 674 total sites 
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Table 2-3: Species richness for species observed on point counts. Shown are 
observed species richness (SR) and first-order jackknife estimates (JK) ± estimated 
jackknife standard errors (SE). 

Land use class 

Species Group OS RL RH C| Total 

All species 
SR 43 94 64 52 103 
JK±SE 60±5.7 117±6.8 87+6.8 69±5.8 125±6.6 

Breeding/Potential breeding only 
SR 41 72 53 44 76 
JK±SE 57±5.5 85±5.1 66±5.1 56±4.9 86±4.5 

Native Breeding/Potential breeding 
SR 39 66 47 38 70 
JK±SE 54±5.4 79±5.1 60±5.1 50±4.9 80±4.5 



Table 2-4: Incidence among land use classes and sensitivity to differences in land use 
class among species. All species which showed significant differences in incidence 
among land use classes are shown. 

Total Incidence (% of sites)'' 
Land use classy/Common 
name 

# sites OS RL RH CI & df SI" 

Open Space 
Ash-throated Flycatcher 71 44.4 13.0 3.4 1.1 55.95* 3 1.29 
Gilded Flicker 66 30.6 13.3 2.3 2,1 41.41* 3 1.10 
Blacl<-throated Sparrow 61 47.2 9.5 5.1 38.01* 2 1.39 
Black-tailed Gnatcatcher 41 22.2 6.5 4.0 2,1 15.22* 3 1,05 
Canyon Towhee 33 25.0 6.3 0.6 28.38* 2 1,47 
Canyon Wren 7 8.3 1.1 5.87* 1 1,70 
Bell's Vireo 6 8.3 0.5 0.6 8.95* 2 1,68 

Open Space and Low-density Residential 
Gila Woodpecker 450 69.4 76.1 65.3 31.9 63.04* 3 0.32 
Cactus Wren 385 72.2 69.0 39.2 38.3 61.73* 3 0.33 
Verdi n 290 69.4 53.8 27.8 19.1 68.86* 3 0.54 
Curve-billed Thrasher 275 44.4 46.2 36.9 25.5 15.30* 3 0.24 
Northern Cardinal 143 22.2 29.9 11.4 5.3 45.91* 3 0.63 
Pyrrhuloxia 75 11.1 15.2 6.8 3.2 17.50* 3 0.57 
Brown-crested Flycatcher 36 16.7 7.1 1.7 1.1 19.16* 3 1.08 
Lucy's Warbler 35 11.1 7.9 1.1 14.36* 2 1.06 
Purple Martin 24 2.8 6.0 0.6 11.79* 2 1.16 
Turkey Vulture 15 8.3 3.0 0.6 7.379* 2 1.27 

Low-density Residential 
Gambel's Quail 395 52.8 80.7 30.1 27.7 177.30* 3 0.51 
Brown-headed Cowbird 82 5.6 17.4 6.3 5.3 22.19* 3 0.67 
Lesser Goldfinch 75 2.8 14.9 7.4 6.4 13.74* 3 0.64 
Phainopepla 68 16.3 4.0 1.1 35.73* 2 1.40 

Low-density and High-density Residential 
White-winged Dove 539 61.1 84.8 82.4 63.8 26.23* 3 0.16 

High-density Residential 
House Sparrow 401 45.4 69.8 80.9 126.82* 2 0.75 
European Starling 153 2.8 16.0 38.6 26.6 45.18* 3 0.72 

High-density Residential and Commercial/Industrial 
Mourning Dove 610 77.8 88.9 95.5 92.6 12.82* 3 0,08 
House Finch 396 27.8 54.6 71,6 62.8 29.86* 3 0,34 
Northern Mockingbird 285 2.8 31.3 66.5 55.3 98.23* 3 0,72 
Great-tailed Grackle 216 5.6 18.8 58.0 45.7 105.73* 3 0,75 
Rock Dove 170 7.3 50.0 58.5 175.10* 2 1,02 
Anna's Hummingbird 61 6.5 13.1 14.9 9.33* 2 0,78 
Inca Dove 57 3.5 17.6 13.8 32.23* 2 0,95 
Western Kingbird 26 1.9 6.3 8.5 10.98* 2 0,93 
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Commercial/Industrial 
Lark Bunting 7 . 0.8 . 4.3 4.63* 1 1.60 

a Land use class(es) in which incidence significantly greater than all other classes at the P < 0.05 
level. More than one class indicates incidence not significantly different among two classes of 
highest incidence, but incidence in each of these two significantly greater than all others, 
b % incidence by land use class. See Table 2-1 for land use class descriptions. 
c G statistic testing for deviation of incidences from equal incidence across all land use classes. * 
= P< 0.05. 
d Index of sensitivity to variation in land use class, computed as coefficient of variation of 
fractional incidences among land use classes. 
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Figure 2-1: Map of the Tucson, Arizona study area showing land use classes, major 
washes, and survey sites. Inset shows location of Tucson in western United States. 
See Table 2-1 for land use class descriptions. 
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Figure 2-2: Map of total bird species richness over the study area, showing total 
number of bird species in the 9 km^ window encompassing each cell. Richness 
shown for all cells having 5 or more point counts within their 9 km^ window. 
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Figure 2-3: Spatial distribution of abundance across the study area for selected 
species. Although each site was randomly positioned within a 1 km^ grid cell, results 
are shown at cell centers for clarity. (A) Gambel's Quail. (B) House Sparrow. (C) 
Lucy's Warbler. (D) Abert's Towhee. 
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Chapter 3: Constraint-based, multiscale modeling of 
species occurrence in fragmented landscapes 

Introduction 
Human-dominated areas, especially cities, tend to have fewer native species than natural 

areas (e.g., Rapport et al. 1985, Graber and Graber 1963, Emlen 1974). Yet some urban 

sites contain considerably more species than others (e.g.. Mills et al. 1989). This variation 

suggests that we may be able to design human-dominated landscapes better to support 

native bird populations. 

Making human settlements more hospitable to native species is more than a possibility. It 

may also be a necessity for the preservation of diversity. First, as the global land area 

dominated by human uses continues to grow (Vitousek et al. 1997), the areas in which we 

live, work, and play will play an increasingly vital role in sustaining Earth's biological 

diversity (Rosenzweig 2003). From the perspective of individual species, urbanization 

currently ranks among the leading causes of species endangerment at continental (Czech 

and Krausman 1997) and regional scales (e.g., Nabhan and Holdsworth 1998). This threat 

will likely continue unless we change the way we develop urban areas. Additionally, the 

concentration of people in areas of depressed biological diversity decreases opportunities 

for humans to benefit from or develop an appreciation of nature (Shaw et al. 1985, Rohde 

and Kendle 1994, Turner in prep-b). 
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Researchers have used four general approaches to investigate the responses of birds to 

urbanization. The first approach focuses on impacts of the local environment on birds. 

With this approach, habitat and environmental variables measure the area immediately 

surrounding bird study sites. Sites are often paired urban/non-urban sites (e.g., Emlen 

1974) or lie along a gradient of urbanization (Ruszczyk et al. 1987, Blair 1996). 

Spurred by a growing recognition of the importance of spatial scale to ecological 

phenomena (e.g., Wiens 1989), more recent work considers factors acting at various 

spatial scales (e.g., Bolger et al. 1997, Hostetler and Rolling 2000). For example, Melles 

et al. (2003) concluded that habitat factors at both local (e.g., vegetation type at a site) 

and landscape scales (e.g., forest cover) shape local bird communities. 

The concept of island biogeography (MacArthur and Wilson 1963, 1967) provides the 

basis for a third approach. According to this body of work, species diversity in 

fragmented landscapes increases with the area of a habitat patch, but decreases with 

degree and duration of isolation. The application of this theory to species in fragmented 

landscapes enables some consideration of ecological processes such as dispersal and local 

extinction (Crooks et al. 2001). Much work has investigated the relationship between the 

island-biogeographic properties of habitat patches and the native bird abundance and 

diversity found within these patches (e.g., Friesen et al. 1995). Comparatively few studies 

have extended this work to bird abundance and diversity throughout more complex 

landscapes including non-uniform habitat patches and the surrounding matrix. 
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A fourth approach considers explicitly the ecological processes underlying the 

relationship between species and urbanization. This approach potentially allows direct 

investigation of how processes such as dispersal (Hanski et al. 1996), predation 

(Tomialojc 1982, Haskell et al. 2001), competition (Shochat et al. in prep), survival, and 

reproduction (Boal and Mannan 1999) mediate the response of birds to urbanization. 

However, our ability to generalize results from process-based models to entire urban 

areas is limited by several things, including large data requirements for estimation of 

model parameters, and spatial variation in land use. 

In sum, much work has been done to document negative impacts of urbanization, identify 

the dominant causes of these impacts, and understand these impacts in terms of the 

underlying biological processes. But so far, recommendations for management remain 

more heuristic than pragmatic. Given the many competing uses for urban land, abstract 

and unidirectional recommendations such as "larger habitat areas are better", "birds need 

more of plant species X", or "the landscape scale is also important" are of limited 

practical use. Ecology needs quantitative, predictive frameworks that can guide managers 

and policymakers in mitigating and reversing the loss of birds to urbanization. In this 

paper I develop such a framework for birds associated with desertscrub in Tucson, 

Arizona. I tried to balance the best features of existing approaches by (1) incorporating 

spatial scale; (2) incorporating some of the biological realism of process-based models; 

(3) retaining the ease of parameterization of statistical models; (4) accounting for the fact 

that biological processes may constrain one another as well as augment one another; and 
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(5) generating numerical predictions of bird occurrence from habitat variables that are 

straightforward both to quantify and to modify within a larger planning context. 

Methods 

Study area 

The Tucson metropolitan area encompasses about 1300 km^ within the Sonoran Desert at 

around 780 m elevation. The area receives roughly 310 mm (12.17 in) of precipitation 

annually in a bimodal rainfall distribution (nearly half coming during summer monsoon 

rains). January low temperatures average 5°C (39°F), June highs average 38°C (100°F). 

Natural habitats immediately surrounding Tucson consist primarily of upland Sonoran 

desertscrub (Brown and Lowe 1980), comprising various trees (Cercidium spp., many 

exhibiting shrub-like growth), shrubs {Larrea tridentata, Enciliafarinosa), a columnar 

cactus species (Carnegiea gigantea, the giant saguaro), and other cacti (Ferocactus 

wislizenii, 10 or more Opuntia spp.). Natural reserves to the west (Tucson Mountain Park 

and Saguaro National Park West), north (Coronado National Forest), and east (Saguaro 

National Park East) of Tucson retain natural vegetation cover. However, the latter two 

reserves quickly rise to higher elevations and other habitat types with increasing distance 

from Tucson. 

The area's human population has experienced dramatic increase in recent years. Tucson 

proper grew 20.1% during the 1990s (United States Census Bureau 2000), while 

urbanized land area grew even faster. Primary stressors to the surrounding desert 
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ecosystem include urbanization, aquifer depletion, and surface water diversion (Nabhan 

and Holdsworth 1998). 

Bird data 

To collect the bird data, I organized the Tucson Bird Count (TBC), a volunteer-based 

monitoring program in which skilled observers conduct point counts of all bird species at 

sites in and around the Tucson metropolitan area. This project monitors birds during the 

breeding season each spring. To achieve near-comprehensive coverage of Tucson-area 

land uses, I placed one TBC count site randomly within each 1 km^ cell of a regular grid. 

Each spring, skilled observers conduct a 5-minute point count at each site. To date, the 

TBC has surveyed 901 sites covering a study area of approximately 900 km^. See Turner 

(2003b) and Turner (2003a) for full details of TBC methods. 

The TBC data set currently covers 3 years (2001-2003), comprising 65,375 individual 

birds representing 146 species. Not all sites were visited every year. To maximize spatial 

coverage while reducing the effects of variation in years visited, I used data from two 

randomly selected years for each site (or one where only one exists). I also restricted 

analysis to the 725 sites for which environmental data (see below) exist, hi the present 

study I focused on 20 species associated with desertscrub habitats. Of these, I excluded 

species which have additional known limitations on habitat requirements (e.g.. Rufous-

winged Sparrow, Aimophila carpalis, requires bunchgrass in addition to desertscrub). 

Finally, I extracted only occurrence (presence/absence) from the total data set, resulting 

in a reduced data set of 3,029 occurrences of 14 species at 725 sites. All further analyses 
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depend on this reduced data set. Table 3-1 lists names and overall frequency of 

occurrence for the 14 desertscrub bird species. 

Environmental data 

Several things help to identify the factors governing the occurrence of desertscrub birds. 

First, the natural history of each of these species is fairly well known, and each has been 

the subject of various biological investigations (see, e.g., Poole and Gill 1992-2002 and 

refs therein). Thus, I knew in advance that each of these species needs desertscrub, and 

expected native vegetation to play a large role in determining where they occur. Second, 

previous research showed the primacy of native vegetation in determining native bird 

diversity in human-dominated landscapes (e.g., Thomas et al. 1977, Green 1984). In 

Tucson, the total volume of native vegetation retains its status as the best correlate of 

native bird abundance and diversity, regardless of housing density, presence of exotic 

vegetation, and other factors (Mills et al. 1989). The present paper seeks to refine the 

relationship between birds and native vegetation cover. 

I obtained vegetation cover data from a remotely sensed land cover map of the Tucson 

area produced at the University of Arizona. This map was generated through 

classification of 1998 multispectral (color and near-infrared), high-resolution (1 pixel = 1 

m ) aerial photography of the Tucson area. The classified land cover map was ground-

truthed with site visits and by comparison to finer-resolution (1 pixel ~ 0.1 m^) 

panchromatic (grayscale) imagery. The map contains 13 land cover types (e.g., structures, 

roads, turf grass, thick tree canopy). One cover type in the map (thin vegetation) includes 
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dead or thin natural native vegetation (e.g., increased soil/rock reflectance present in 

photo) and other low vegetation (either native and nonnative) thinned substantially by 

humans. Because of the marginal (at best) habitat potential of the thin vegetation type to 

desertscrub birds, all subsequent analysis uses only the "thick scrub" land cover type 

(hereafter, "scrub"). 

Desertscrub in and around urban areas does not lend itself to the delineation of patches, 

as often employed in studies based on island biogeography theory or patch-based metrics 

of landscape properties. For one thing, desertscrub is not a closed-canopy vegetation 

type. Subshrubs, grass, rocks and bare ground may intersperse with the densest of 

desertscrub. As a result, even in protected natural reserves around Tucson (and in the 

landcover maps derived from them), the proportion of an area made up by actual 

desertscrub vegetation might not exceed 70 percent. 

I also rejected the idea of defining desertscrub patches because of the character of the 

urban matrix. Probably, many realistic approaches to sustaining nature in urban areas will 

include some degree of non-natural habitat intermingled with natural habitat. The 

feasibility of this will certainly vary among species, but it makes little sense to limit 

possible solutions beforehand to contiguous, uniform patches. I thus modeled the 

response of bird species to the scrub composition of the landscape surrounding each TBC 

point, calculated as the proportion of pixels within a given radius that are classified as 

scrub. 
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Modeling occurrence of individual species 

The present model effort seeks to encapsulate the behavior of the system (bird response 

to scrub cover) in a manner that facilitates biological interpretation and generates 

quantitative predictions given a particular landscape. My approach involved 

incorporating several biological features not taken into account by standard statistical 

models, while retaining the relative ease with which one can parameterize such models. 

To this end, several considerations serve as a guide, and offer potential improvements to 

a base model. 

Consideration 1: Bird occurrence is a binary response variable, whereas the predictor 

variable, scrub cover, varies continuously. Researchers often apply logistic regression 

(Trexler and Travis 1993, Hosmer and Lemeshow 2000) when investigating the 

relationship between a discrete response variable and one or more predictor variables. 

The technique has a solid history in modeling species-environment relationships (e.g., 

Robbins et al. 1989, Vickery et al. 1994, no fewer than 18 chapters in Scott et al. 2002, a 

volume which emphasizes alternative approaches, use logistic regression), and thus offers 

a good point from which to begin developing a model. The logistic response of bird 

occurrence to scrub cover can be written as a two-parameter model (model Ml, the 

"ordinary logistic model"), 

' (3-1) 

where Ml(x) is the per-site expectation of occurrence under this model as a function of 
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scrub cover x, is a parameter varying horizontal shift, and ̂  is a parameter that controls 

the steepness (curvature) of logistic response. 

Consideration 2: We should expect few, if any, species ever to reach 100% observed 

occurrence. Recording bird occurrence without error would prove quite expensive, 

perhaps impossible. So, using realistic survey methods, we expect the probability that we 

observe a species at a site, given that it is present, to lie below unity. Moreover, although 

we should generally expect a species to occupy suitable habitat, there is little reason to 

expect it to occupy all suitable habitat all the time. That areas of suitable habitat may 

sometimes go unoccupied is among the fundamental contributions of metapopulation 

ecology (Levins 1969, Hanski 1999), and warrants consideration in our modeling efforts. 

With ordinary logistic regression (Equation 3-1), occurrence probability must asymptote 

at unity. Inserting an asymptote parameter a in place of the numerator of Equation 3-1 

results in the following 3-parameter model (model Mla, the "asymptote model"), which 

allows non-unity occurrence probability in favorable habitat: 

^laW = Y—0^- (3-2) 

Consideration 3: Biological processes acting at multiple spatial scales may influence the 

presence of a species at a given location (Johnson 1980, Wiens 1989, Levin 1992). Some 

individual-level behavioral and ecological processes such as nest-site selection and 

foraging may depend on features present within a relatively small area. But other 
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processes, particularly at the population level, may affect the distribution of birds over 

larger areas. As one example, an individual bird might assess the presence of its preferred 

habitat type over a relatively small area in establishing a territory. However, were this 

potential territory not sufficiently close to other individuals of the species, our bird might 

never have dispersed here in the first place, and would have had little chance of finding a 

mate. Thus, the presence of such a bird would be determined by both the local presence 

of suitable habitat and the ability of the larger landscape to sustain other individuals of 

the species. 

To incorporate the potential scale-dependent manner in which birds respond to habitat, I 

computed scrub cover at two different spatial scales. The intent is not to guess 

beforehand which scales are maximally important to the species studied. Indeed, the 

degree to which features at various scales influence bird occurrence should differ among 

species, changing with characteristics such as mobility, fecundity, trophic status, diet 

breadth, mating system, and others. Moreover, identification of the particular scales at 

which processes maximally influence species occurrence has proven difficult in practice 

(e.g., Hostetler and Holling 2000). One should expect this difficulty. First, it is likely that 

species respond to features over a range of scales, possibly a broad range, rather than at a 

few discrete scales (Ricketts et al. 2001). Second, processes acting at a single scale, 

through randomness and spatial autocorrelation, can produce abundance patterns 

detectable over a range of nearby scales, blurring substantially our ability to discern the 

relative importance of scales (Parody 2001). Although several recent techniques show 
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promise for dealing with some problems of spatial autocorrelation (e.g., Mantel tests. 

Mantel 1967, Fortin and Gurevitch 2001, Huston 2002, geostatistical methods, Cressie 

1993, autoregressive models, Keitt et al. 2002), the problems illustrated by Parody 

(2001) remain unresolved. 

Although somewhat arbitrary, the scales chosen should be placed far enough apart so that 

one can reasonably expect them to reflect different processes. I thus computed scrub 

cover within 56 m ("local" scale; 1 ha area) and 1,784 m ("landscape" scale; 1,000 ha) of 

each site, since several studies have found factors measured at scales similar to these to 

have significant, yet differing apparent impacts on species occurrence (e.g., Lichstein et 

al. 2002, Melles et al. 2003). 

Consideration 4; Biological processes do not necessarily interact additively. Instead, they 

may constrain (or enhance) one another. Liebig's "Law of the Minimum" first introduced 

this notion (Liebig 1840, as cited in Odum 1950). Liebig noted that plant growth can be 

governed by variation in a limiting nutrient even if other required nutrients are abundant. 

Researchers have extended the idea to many areas of agriculture and ecology, including 

the distribution of species (e.g., Huston 2002). 

To allow for the possibility that processes acting at one scale might constrain the 

possibilities at another scale, I use the product of two logistics, described by the 

following model (model MLAC, the "constraint model"): 
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^LAC (^) = ^-(A+A^i) 

In the constraint model, xi and xz represent scrub cover at local and landscape scales, 

respectively. Similarly, subscripts on y9 and /< parameters indicate the spatial scale to 

which the parameters correspond. Because terms in the denominator of Equation 3-1 

interact multiplicatively, unfavorable values for either environmental variable will restrict 

occurrence regardless of the value of the other environmental variable. The extent to 

which this occurs depends on the particular values of the P and fi parameters. 

Statistical models in which independent variables interact only additively allow variables 

to compensate for one another. That is, favorable values of one independent variable can 

make up for unfavorable values of another. The Generalized Linear Model (GLM, which 

includes multiple linear and multiple logistic regression methods) does allow the 

inclusion of product terms which reflect interaction. I initially included a bivariate 

logistic model in analyses, which included a product term. However, model Mlac 

provided better fits to data than the bivariate logistic model for a majority of species in 

preliminary analyses. Furthermore, the bivariate logistic includes only two features not 

possessed by model MLAC- First, the bivariate logistic allows antagonistic interactions (a 

positive response to either independent variable alone, but a negative response for large 

values of both variables together). Neither the raw data nor fits of the bivariate logistic 

indicated the presence of antagonistic interactions for any species. Second, the bivariate 

logistic - because it is linear in its parameters - may be fit using existing GLM methods. 
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However, the addition of a below-unity asymptote parameter to the bivariate logistic 

already precludes use of GLM methods. Because the bivariate logistic provided inferior 

fits and did not offer any useful features beyond those of model MLAC> I excluded the 

bivariate logistic from further analyses. 

The constraint model retains a, the asymptote parameter of model Mla. Preliminary 

analysis of the constraint model indicated that, without the asymptote a, model 

parameterization often produced P and fx values at one scale (call it scale "A") that 

effectively created an asymptote for the other scale. In so doing, the "A" parameters 

ceased to describe the response of occurrence to scrub cover at scale "A" (the original 

intent of the parameters). Retaining a, the asymptote parameter, prevented this. 

For each species, I estimated model parameters for models Ml, MlA) and Mlac using 

maximum likelihood methods (see Appendix 1). Probability of occurrence under any 

model may not exceed unity. Thus, for models MLA and MLAC, if the initial maximum 

likelihood estimate of the asymptote a exceeded 1,1 reparameterized the model with a 

fixed at 1.1 assessed the relative fit of each model to data using the Akaike Information 

Criterion (AIC, Akaike 1973). In comparing models, one must discriminate between 

models that improve fit due to more accurate description of biological phenomena from 

models that improve fit simply because they have additional parameters. The AIC aids in 

this discrimination: for a given species, the model with the lowest AIC value is that 

which is most likely after penalization for number of parameters. 
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Predicting species diversity 

Having a model encapsulating the response of individual species to environmental 

variables additionally enables the prediction of species diversity. I estimated the 

probability of occurrence for a species at each site using observed environmental 

variables with the best model (lowest AIC value) for that species. After repeating this 

process for all species, I summed estimated occurrence probabilities across species to 

predict species diversity at each site. Comparing predicted to observed species diversity 

across sites presents an additional test of how well the occurrence models capture the 

biology of these species. I used the coefficient of determination (7?^), which provides an 

effective means of assessing absolute model fit. 

Results 

Asymptotic occurrence 

Figure 3-1 shows observed occurrence data for Gambel's Quail (GAQU) as a function of 

scrub cover, and fitted responses for both the ordinary logistic (ML) and asymptote (MLA) 

models. Visual inspection of this and similar plots for the other species indicates that the 

fixed asymptote of model Ml may cause it to fit poorly, while model Mla better captures 

the behavior of the response function. 

Table 3-2 summarizes maximum likelihood fit of the 3 models to Tucson data for the 14 

species investigated. All species show asymptotic occurrence below unity with respect to 

scrub cover. Even Gila Woodpecker (GIWO), at 580 of 725 sites (80%) the most 

frequently observed desertscrub species, has an asymptote parameter a below 1 (0.88) 
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under model MLA- AIC values indicate that model MLA outperforms ML for 11 of 14 

species (Table 3-2). 

Multiple spatial scales 

The constraint model (MLAC) extends the asymptote model by including the (potentially) 

interactive effects of scrub cover at different spatial scales. Of the 3 models, model MLAC 

provides the best fit in a majority of cases (Table 3-2), showing lowest AIC values for 8 

of 14 species. Models Mla and Ml each fit 3 species best. 

In general, the more detailed models fit best the species with higher overall frequencies 

of occurrence. The 8 species best fit by the constraint model have a mean total frequency 

of occurrence of 301 sites, compared to 165 sites for species fit best by Mla and 43 sites 

for those fit best by Ml. 

Table 3-2 shows fitted model MLAC response surfaces for the occurrence of each of 14 

species with respect to local and landscape scrub cover. 

Predicting species diversity 

Mean per-site predicted desertscrub species diversity was 4.2 species, just under observed 

diversity by a negligible amount (2.7x10"'^ species). Prediction of species diversity by 

summing per-species occurrence probabilities explained 41% of the variation in observed 

species diversity (R^ = 0.411). 

Viewing the spatial pattern of residuals after a model fit may provide clues to the nature 

of unexplained variation. Figure 3-3 maps residuals of species diversity calculations 
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(observed diversity - predicted diversity) across the study area. Though much of the 

spatial variation in residuals is random, the map does reveal some spatial structure. One 

pattern is a single, roughly linear region of negative residuals (fewer species observed 

than predicted by models) along interstate highway 10, which runs southeast from the 

northwest part of the study area. Another pattern comprises loose clusters of positive 

residuals (more species observed than predicted) in or adjacent to several large natural 

reserves, particularly for sites in and around Tucson Mountain Park (SW part of map). 

Discussion 

Asymptotic occurrence 

In principle, the asymptote (MLA) and constraint (MLAC) models incorporate additional 

biological realism through judicious, a priori choice of additional parameters. Evaluation 

on Tucson-area desertscrub birds indicates that this effort was justified: based on the 

number of species best fit by the models, the 3-parameter Mla outperformed the ordinary 

logistic ML, and MLAC outperformed them both (Table 3-2). 

That Ml provided the best fit to only 3 species highlights the inadequacy of this model's 

assumption that occurrence must reach 100 percent. It's conceivable that in some cases 

the rigid asymptote may fail only to accurately describe occurrence response for high 

values of the environmental variable. However, visualization of averaged occurrence data 

argues against this: the best fit of model Ml clearly mischaracterizes the response at low 

and intermediate habitat values as well as asymptotic ones (Figure 3-1). If used in such 

cases as this, the logistic model may result in erroneous inferences about - or predictions 
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of - probability of occurrence. Similar errors may arise if the logistic is used to model 

occurrence as a function of habitat area, a technique employed to estimate species' 

habitat area requirements (e.g., Robbins et al. 1989, Vickery et al. 1994). 

Its failure to capture basic features of species occurrence data suggests caution in the 

application of ordinary logistic regression. However, it may not undermine the method 

entirely. When the presence of species is measured with near certainty (i.e. 

Pr{observed|present} ~ 1), and species can reasonably be expected to fill most suitable 

habitat most of the time, model Ml may prove accurate; simply constructing a plot like 

Figure 3-1 can test these assumptions. 

In confirmatory analyses the need to provide accurate fit for all x may be less important 

than the ability to detect significant transitions from absence to presence. Model Ml has 

an additional advantage in this regard: the very fact that it lacks an asymptote parameter 

in the numerator enables logistic regression to be carried out under the Generalized 

Linear Model, lessening the parameter estimation workload. Practitioners must balance 

this advantage against the potential disadvantage of a fixed asymptote, weighing each in 

the context of the species studied, survey design, and study objectives. 

Multiscale modeling and constraints 

The constraint model provided the best fit for a majority of species. For all species, it 

provided useful insights into the scale-dependent influence of habitat on bird occurrence. 

Perhaps not every nuance of MLAC response surfaces (Figure 3-2) will prove meaningful, 
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but several features of these surfaces have straightforward biological interpretations. One 

feature common to nearly all species is a downturn in occurrence at the lowest xi (local 

cover) values; desertscrub species rarely occur in golf fairways, parking lots, or other 

areas with little local scrub cover. Gilded Flicker is the single exception. This may arise 

from that species' peculiar natural history: flickers routinely use open ground and 

turfgrass in foraging for ants and other invertebrates. 

Several species show abrupt changes in occurrence at low landscape cover fe). For 

example, once xj reaches a minimum level of 10-15%, Gambel's Quail occur frequently 

(at up to 89% of sites). However, below this minimum, GAQU occurrence quickly drops 

to almost 0, regardless of xi. Species with steep changes at low xi vary in minimum and 

maximum occurrence on either side of the change, and in the position of the change along 

the X2 axis. Pyrrhuloxia, for example, appear to require greater X2 values before 

occurrence rises to an asymptote. Yet, the message of constraint is clear: for species with 

such steep changes, no amount of compensation in desertscrub cover at the local scale 

can overcome the limitations of a poor landscape. 

Estimates of the asymptote parameter a under model Mlac (Table 3-2), and the 

maximum occurrence attained within the observed Xi-X2 parameter space (Figure 3-2), 

universally exceeded those of model Mla- It appears that Mlac refines the definition of 

high-quality habitat with a second dimension, resulting in an increased asymptote within 

that habitat. Likewise, Mlac is able to refine the definition of low-quality habitat, by 
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identifying those regions in which one environmental variable limits occurrence despite 

favorable values of the other, resulting in reduced occurrence in these regions. 

Less-common species were fit best by simpler models. Why? Perhaps Mlac is more 

difficult to parameterize with lower overall frequency of occurrence. Alternatively, this 

pattern could reflect a relationship between the importance of the landscape scale and the 

causes of these species' rarity. Specifically, dependence on high values of habitat at the 

landscape scale may be the driving factor behind these species' rarity. Consider the fit of 

^LAc to the less-common species. Of the 7 least common, 5 (GIFL, BTSP, BTGN, 

COHU, GRRO) show a response surface that rises slowly and asymptotes at large values 

(if at all) with increasing cover at the landscape scale. By comparison, the response 

surfaces of these species with respect to local cover reach asymptotes at smaller values 

and/or rise more rapidly. This suggests that landscape-scale cover acts as a constraint on 

occurrence of these species over much of the observed range of values of landscape-scale 

cover, thus rendering variation in local-scale cover irrelevant. It is somewhat ironic that 

such a constraint - the initial justification for developing model Mlac in the first place -

may explain why the simpler models surpass the performance of Mlac for some less-

common species. 

Predicting species diversity: where does the model not work? 

Predictions of species diversity from single-species occurrence models explained 41% of 

the observed variation in species diversity among sites. That the model explains this 

much variation is a hopeful sign, given that (1) the data used represent a single snapshot 
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of species occurrence in time, thus we can expect a substantial component of variation to 

arise from stochastic temporal variation rather than deterministic relationships to a static 

environment; and (2) under practical sampling constraints, some variation must arise 

from incomplete surveying and variation among observers. 

A map plotting residual variation in species diversity in space reveals some regions of 

spatial structure in these residuals (Figure 3-3), and may suggest possible factors behind 

unexplained variation. A linear area along interstate highway 10 contains a number of 

sites having fewer species observed than predicted. This suggests that some characteristic 

of this area depresses desertscrub bird species diversity in a manner not accounted for by 

the diversity model. This area of the I-10 corridor represents one extreme on a continuum 

of human domination of landscapes. The area is heavily developed for commercial and 

industrial use; new developments often involve blading existing vegetation with little 

attention paid to revegetation; berms and other features divert surface water, causing 

persistent thinning of vegetation; and the city's largest roadway bears a large amount of 

noisy vehicular traffic. These qualities, along with the fact that the area is somewhat 

unique in the study area (and thus had limited influence on fitting), might explain why the 

model fails to fully account for the area's low diversity. 

A second kind of cluster of unexplained variation involves areas of contiguous sites with 

more species observed than predicted. These areas (the most obvious in the southwest 

part of the study area, around Tucson Mountain Park) lie either in or adjacent to large. 
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natural reserves. Like the heavily developed I-10 corridor, these areas lie near the end of 

a continuum of human domination of landscapes, but this time the opposite, undeveloped 

end. The clusters of positive residuals suggest that some feature of reserves aside from 

quantity of native vegetation contributes to the success of desertscrub birds. Perhaps the 

clusters have something to do with differences in quality of native vegetation. However, 

due to increased water availability, desertscrub vegetation in some of Tucson's suburban 

areas reaches stature and vitality similar to that found in Tucson Mountain Park. Yet the 

park contains more species per site. Spatial pattern in observer quality can also be ruled 

out, as 9 or more separate individuals account for the park cluster (and the same 

individuals also surveyed nearby, non-cluster sites). The most likely remaining possibility 

is the sheer size of natural reserves, contiguous vegetation over areas larger than those 

modeled here. 

Spatial pattern in residuals of the diversity model indicate two potential sources of 

unexplained variation - extreme human domination and the area of large reserves. 

Perhaps this variation represents shortcomings of the model. However, the model did 

predict the exceptional diversity of Tucson Mountain Park (35 of the top 66 richest 

predicted sites overall lie within 1 km of the park), and predicted below-average diversity 

along the I-10 corridor. Thus, the model generally predicted the correct direction of 

deviation relative to other sites, it just failed to predict deviations quite as extreme as 

those actually observed. 
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There's a second reason these potential shortcomings may not be so severe. One goal of 

this effort is to provide a sound basis for predicting species' response to landscapes to 

guide attempts to sustain native birds in urban areas. Heavily used industrial areas along 

major highways probably represent inefficient targets for sustaining nature in urban areas. 

Likewise, trying to abut multiple parts of major urban areas with large natural reserves 

may be a similarly ill-advised approach (for both the native species and the effectiveness 

of human infrastructure). What's important is that the model appears to capture much of 

the relevant response of birds to habitat in the ranges of human dominance between these 

two extremes. It is from these middle areas that the majority of effective solutions to 

sustaining birds in urban areas will likely arise. 

Biological detail, parameterizability, and multiple variables 

The Mla and Mlac models draw upon the best features of existing approaches for 

investigating species-habitat relationships. They model biologically meaningful factors 

known to influence species occurrences. On one hand, the manner in which they do this 

distinguishes them from more detailed modeling of biological processes. Models Mla and 

Mlac model relevant factors implicitly rather than explicitly, operating under the 

assumption that a judiciously chosen, reduced set of variables can act as effective 

surrogates for biological processes. The simplifying nature of this assumption eases 

parameterization, and relies on data (e.g., occurrence data) obtainable with relatively 

modest effort. On the other hand, the extent to which the present models incorporate 

biologically meaningful considerations confers an advantage on them over simpler 
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statistical models such as regression. The constraint model, in particular, allows insights 

into biological phenomena not addressed by conventional methods. 

The constraint model refines the scale-dependent relationship between species occurrence 

and habitat. Focus on a single environmental variable of known importance to these 

species (desertscrub cover) facilitated development of the model. Additionally, focus on 

one variable may offer more robust prediction for management: many statistical models 

may perform poorly when management actions are taken because such actions may alter 

the very correlation structure underlying the model's original development (O'Connor 

2002, Young & Hutto 2002). Stated in practical terms, management actions based on 

multivariate exploratory models must duplicate the correlation structure present among 

explanatory variables in the original data for such models to remain valid. Model Mlac, 

restricted a priori to a variable of known biological importance, introduces no such 

complication. 

Huston (2002), perhaps heralding a genuine paradigm shift in the modeling of species 

distributions, recently called for increased focus on constraint-based modeling. Yet, 

traditional statistical methods cannot adequately account for constraint-like interactions 

among variables. The present paper demonstrates success with one approach to 

constraint-based modeling of species occurrences. Where needed, the technique 

employed here could be extended to additional explanatory variables through additional 

product terms. I hope that the present work helps to stimulate the development of 
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improved parameter estimation and other techniques to facilitate the broader use of 

constraint-based methods. 

Appendix 1: Maximum likelihood parameter estimation 
Species occurrence is a binomially distributed variable. Equations (3-1 to 3-3) model the 

conditional expectation of species occurrence y given environmental data x. Under a 

binomial distribution of occurrence data y, the negative log-likelihood L of y, given a 

model Tzix) and observed environmental data x, is 

L = X [Vi ln(;?r(x))+ (l - y,. )ln(l - ;r(x))] 

(3^) 

Minimizing the right-hand side of Equation 3^ (here, using Nelder-Mead simplex direct 

search) yields maximum likelihood estimates of model parameters. 



Table 3-1: Desertscrub bird species of the Tucson area, and overall frequency of 
occurrence in Tucson Bird Count data. 

Code Common name Scientific name n" %•" 

GIWO Gila Woodpecker Melanerpes uropygialis 580 80.0 

CACW Cactus Wren Campylorhynchus bmnneicapillus 527 72.7 

GAQU Gambel's Quail Callipepla gambelii 479 66.1 

CBTH Curve-billed Thrasher Toxostoma curvirostre 418 57.7 

VERD Verdin Auriparus flaviceps 393 54.2 

ATFL Ash-throated Flycatcher Myiarchus cinerascens 159 21.9 

PYRR Pyrrhuloxia Cardinalis sinuatus 128 17.7 

GIFL Gilded Flicker Colaptes chrysoides 110 15.2 

BTSP Black-throated Sparrow Amphispiza bilineata 63 8.7 

BTGN Black-tailed Gnatcatcher Polioptila melanura 57 7.9 

CANT Canyon Towhee Pipilo fuscus 41 5.7 

PUMA Purple Martin Progne subis 30 4.1 
GRRO Greater Roadrunner Geococcyx californianus 25 3.4 
COHU Costa's Hummingbird Calypte costae 19 2.6 

a Number of sites at which species recorded, 
b Percent of 725 total sites at which species recorded. 



Table 3-2: Maximum likelihood parameter estimates and occurrence model selection criteria for 14 Tucson-area desertscrub 
species. 

Species 

Best 

model'' 

ML MLA J^LAC 

Species 

Best 

model'' P i" AIC a /? AIC a /?i Pi i"2 AIC 

GIWA 580 5 0.8 4.6 347.62 0.88 0.1 40.9 342.94 1.00" 0.0 61.4 1.2 4.0 341.07 

CACW 527 5 0.3 4.8 402.32 0.89 0.1 15.4 394.57 0.89 0.6 18.3 -0.7 33.0 390.58 

GAQU 479 5 -0.2 6.9 415.33 0.88 -0.8 21.6 397.70 0.89 0.4 27.9 -3.6 58.4 358.80 

CBTH 418 3 -0.1 2.3 487.18 0.71 0.1 14.3 482.25 

•0 O
 

q
 0.3 18.2 0.5 1.1 485.63 

VERD 393 5 -0.3 2.7 488.57 0.69 -0.5 21.2 476.73 0.69 0.1 20.6 -2.4 66.8 475.05 

ATFL 159 5 -2.3 5.4 333.53 0.65 -2.2 8.7 333.07 0.70 -0.8 6.2 -1.7 11.6 328.67 

PYRR 128 5 -2.2 3.4 322.77 0.33 -2.5 22.1 307.63 0.35 -0.8 22.8 -5.4 48.0 290.79 

GIFL 110 5 -2.7 4.5 280.53 0.60 -2.3 6.3 281.59 1.00'' -0.1 0.9 -2.9 10.7 266.90 

BTSP 63 2 -3.8 5.9 179.98 0.39 -3.4 10.4 180.34 1.00'' -2.7 13.3 -2.0 3.2 182.40 

BTGN 57 3 -3.2 3.4 192.65 0.17 -2.3 15.8 190.14 l.OO" -1.7 16.6 -2.4 2.3 192.86 

CANT 41 2 -4.1 5.4 138.34 0.52 -3.6 6.5 139.99 1.00'' -3.0 4.7 -1.3 4.5 142.92 

PUMA 30 5 -3.6 2.1 126.64 0.06 -1.5 30.4 128.06 0.07 0.9 35.4 -5.2 51.7 126.62 

GRRO 25 2 -3.7 1.7 111.55 0.05 -0.9 11.4 112.97 0.09 0.6 11.8 - l . I  5.2 116.42 

COHU 19 3 -4.2 2.7 89.33 0.04 -3.5 47.7 89.08 1.00" -3.7 1.7 -1115.1 15734.5 91.18 

a Total number of sites at which species recorded. 
b Model having the lowest AIC value, indicating highest likelihood given the data after penalization for number of parameters, 
c AIC value for this model and species. Boldface indicates lowest AIC value for this species. 
d Initial estimated asymptote parameter bo for model 5 exceeded 1, the maximum allowed. Shown are results of second estimation 
with bo fixed at 1. Note that this represents a 5-parameter model with one of them fixed, not a 4-parameter model. Thus, AIC 
calculation still assumes 5 parameters. 
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Figure 3-1: Maximum likelihood fits of models Ml (dotted line) and Mla (solid line) 
to Tucson Bird Count data for Gambel's Quail (GAQU) response to local scrub 
cover (proportion of scrub cover within 56 m). Open circles: average observed 
GAQU occurrence in bins of 30 sites having adjacent scrub cover values. 
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Figure 3-2: Fitted response surfaces for Tucson-area desertscrub species under the 
constraint model Mlac- Lower-right axis: jci, the proportion scrub cover within 56 
m (local scale). Lower-left axis: X2, proportion scrub cover within 1784 m (landscape 
scale). Vertical axis: per-site occurrence probability. Note that, for visual clarity, 
vertical axis scaling varies among species according to maximum predicted 
occurrence probability. Scaling of two horizontal axes remains constant. Four-letter 
codes identify species; see Table 3-1 for species names. 
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Figure 3-3: Map of residuals from species diversity prediction for the Tucson area. 
This map omits sites visited only once, since such sites are spatially contagious and, 
in general, artifactually show fewer species than better-surveyed sites. Closed 
circles: positive residuals (observed greater than expected). Open circles: negative 
residuals. Circled area: region of contiguous negative residuals along interstate 
highway 10. Shaded regions are natural reserves. Contiguous area of positive 
residuals visible in/near reserve in southwest portion of map. 
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Chapter 4: Alternative futures for a desert metropolitan 
avifauna 

Introduction 
Our world is becoming increasingly urban and the consequences for nature to date have 

not been good. As with many human-dominated areas, urban areas generally harbor 

fewer species than natural areas (Rapport et al. 1985, Graber and Graber 1963, Emlen 

1974). Many species that do persist in urban areas are often widespread or non-native 

(Blair 2001). Yet studies consistently show variation in the capacity of different 

developed areas to support native species (e.g., Blair 1996, Turner 2003a). This variation 

suggests that we may be able to design human-dominated landscapes to sustain biological 

diversity better. 

Making human settlements more hospitable to native species is more than a possibility. It 

may also be a necessity for the preservation of diversity. First, as the global land area 

dominated by human uses continues to grow (Vitousek et al. 1997), the areas in which we 

live, work, and play will play an increasingly vital role in sustaining Earth's biological 

diversity (Rosenzweig 2003). From the perspective of individual species, urbanization 

currently ranks among the leading causes of species endangerment at continental (Czech 

et al. 2000) and regional scales (e.g., Nabhan and Holdsworth 1998). This threat will 

continue unless we change the way we develop urban areas. Additionally, the fraction of 

all humans living in urban areas stands near 50% and is expected to increase for decades 

(United Nations Population Division 2001). This concentration of people in areas of 
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depressed biological diversity decreases opportunities for humans to benefit from or 

develop an appreciation of nature (Turner in prep-b, Shaw et al. 1985, Rohde and Kendle 

1994). 

Recent work has greatly expanded our ecological understanding of species in fragmented 

landscapes. We know, among other things, that larger habitat areas may aid area-sensitive 

species (Bond 1957, Robbins et al. 1989), that processes acting over wider areas (the 

"landscape scale") can be important (e.g., Lynch and Whigham 1984), and that 

minimizing fragmentation may aid edge-sensitive species (Faaborg et al. 1995). While 

these guidelines are of some practical use, they generally lack details needed for practical 

conservation efforts. Urban lands are subject to many differing - often competing - uses, 

creating demand that leaves little room for inefficiency in planning for biological 

diversity. Municipalities must know which areas, strategies, and species will create the 

most efficient urban conservation plans, and which conservation targets might be served 

more effectively further from town. This study investigates the means to improve the 

detail available for use in designing urban landscapes to sustain biodiversity. 

Several things can complicate this process. Variation in land uses within and around 

urban areas reduces our ability to extend the results of intensive studies to citywide 

scales. Studies show that the relative response of species to habitat features can vary at 

different spatial scales (Lichstein et al. 2002, Vickery et al. 1994), making conservation 

strategies less straightforward. Understanding the relative response of species to habitat 
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features at different spatial scales is critical to designing and protecting landscapes that 

sustain native species. Much of what we know comes from forest (Lichstein et al. 2002, 

Melles et al. 2003) or grassland habitats (Vickery et al. 1994, Bakker et al. 2002). In less-

studied habitats (e.g., desertscrub), guidance on these issues is even more elusive. To 

manage urban area to sustain birds we need to use information from various land uses in 

a scale-dependent context. 

Turner (in prep-a) developed a constraint-based, multiscale model of bird occurrence in 

fragmented landscapes (hereafter, "constraint model"). Five features make the constraint 

model suitable for the study and management of urban bird populations. The model 

• includes influences of multiple spatial scales, 

• incorporates biological detail beyond that of traditionally used statistical models, 

• accounts for the fact that biological processes may constrain as well as enhance or 

compensate for one another, 

• may be parameterized readily with a snapshot of bird occurrences and habitats, 

and 

• generates numerical predictions of bird occurrence and species diversity from 

habitat variables that are straightforward both to quantify and to modify within a 

larger planning context. 

In this study, I apply the constraint model to investigate the consequences of alternative 

future development and/or restoration strategies for Tucson's desert birds. In addition to 
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the unmodified map of present-day Tucson, I analyzed 60 alternative future scenarios. 

Thirty of these investigate the impacts of development on largely undisturbed areas, and 

vary such things as total developed area and the degree to which development is clustered 

or dispersed. The other thirty scenarios investigate alternative means to restore native 

bird species to developed central Tucson. 

Methods 

Study area 

The Tucson metropolitan area comprises roughly 1300 km^ within the Sonoran Desert 

around 780 m elevation. A mean of 310 mm (12.17 in) of precipitation falls on the area 

annually in a bimodal distribution (nearly half coming during summer monsoon rains). 

January low temperatures average 5°C (39°F), June highs average 38°C (100°F). 

Natural habitats immediately surrounding Tucson consist primarily of upland Sonoran 

desertscrub (Brown and Lowe 1980), comprising various trees (Cercidium spp., many 

exhibiting shrub-like growth), shrubs (Larrea tridentata, Enciliafarinosa), a columnar 

cactus species (Carnegiea gigantea, the giant saguaro), and other cacti (Ferocactus 

wislizenii, 10 or more Opuntia spp., etc.). Nature reserves to the west (Tucson Mountain 

Park and Saguaro National Park West), north (Coronado National Forest), and east 

(Saguaro National Park East) retain natural vegetation cover. However, the latter two 

reserves quickly rise to higher elevations and other habitat types with increasing distance 

from Tucson. 
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The area's human population has risen substantially in recent years. The population of 

Tucson proper grew 20.1% during the 1990s (United States Census Bureau 2000), with 

urbanized land area growing even faster. Primary stressors to the surrounding desert 

ecosystem include urbanization, aquifer depletion, and surface water diversion (Nabhan 

and Holdsworth 1998). 

The constraint model 

Turner (in prep-a) developed and tested a model in which factors acting at local and 

landscape scales interact to govern the occurrence of species in fragmented landscapes. 

That paper used the constraint model to investigate the scale-dependent response of 

desert birds to habitat in and around the Tucson area. The full constraint model is written 

P"CC (-^1 ' ̂ 2 ) = ^ 

where pocc is the probability that a given site is occupied by a species. The variables X{ 

and X2 represent proportion of land covered by scrub at local and landscape scales, 

respectively. The parameter a represents asymptotic occurrence probability (probability 

that the most favorable sites are occupied). The ji and jx parameters control response to 

the habitat variables xi and X2, with subscripts indicating the spatial scale to which the 

parameters correspond. 

The constraint model possesses several features useful in modeling species occurrence 

(see Turner in prep-a for derivation and discussion). Two of these features in particular 

are essential to the present effort. First, the inclusion of multiple spatial scales allows the 
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constraint model to encapsulate the effects of processes acting at the level of either 

individuals or populations. This allows the constraint model to serve as a surrogate for a 

variety of biological processes without modeling them explicitly and without incurring 

the expense of estimating demographic or other more detailed parameters. I make no 

claim that use of the constraint model surpasses more mechanistic approaches for 

understanding many biological phenomena in detail. But the model does strike a balance 

between the biological accuracy of process-based models and the relative ease of 

parameterization of more generic statistical approaches. 

A second essential feature of the model is that factors acting at either spatial scale may 

constrain those acting at the other scale. In the model, this occurs because the terms in the 

denominator of Equation (4-1) interact multiplicatively rather than additively. In the real 

world, this equates to, for example, a case in which a large landscape sufficiently devoid 

of habitat establishes conditions so poor that no amount of local habitat can compensate 

for them. Scenarios like this one may or may not be commonplace in natural settings. But 

in human-dominated landscapes they occur regularly. Correctly modeling such scenarios 

is crucial to the present study, since potential restoration strategies may involve patches 

of habitat within expanses of non-habitat. Turner (in prep-a) found that the constraint 

model surpassed standard regression techniques, including multiple logistic regression, in 

modeling such interactions. 
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Bird data 

Parameterization of the constraint model requires bird data and habitat data. To collect 

the bird data, I organized the Tucson Bird Count (TBC), a volunteer-based monitoring 

program in which skilled observers conduct point counts of all bird species at sites in and 

around the Tucson metropolitan area. To achieve maximum coverage of land uses, one 

TBC site is randomly placed within each 1 km^ cell of a regular grid. The TBC has 

surveyed more than 900 sites to date, with an average of 720 of these surveyed per year. 

See Turner (2003b, 2003a) for complete details of TBC methods. For the present study, I 

extracted occurrence (presence/absence) data from the years 2001-2003 for 725 sites at 

which habitat data exist. I further restricted data to 14 native species known to require 

desertscrub habitat (Table 4-1). This excludes several species which use scrub, but are 

also known to occur frequently in anthropogenic habitats in the absence of scrub (e.g.. 

House Finch, Carpodacus mexicanus'. White-winged Dove, Zenaida asiatica). It also 

excludes several which require additional habitat elements found less often in desertscrub 

(e.g., rocky slopes. Rufous-crowned Sparrow, Aimophila ruficeps\ mixed bunchgrass. 

Rufous-winged Sparrow, Aimophila carpalis). Turner (2003a) found all 14 of the 

included species to be less common (12 significantly so) in developed than undeveloped 

areas in and around Tucson. 

Habitat data 

For habitat data, I used a land cover map of the study area derived from multispectral 

digital aerial photographs at a resolution of 1 m^ per pixel (see Turner in prep-a for 

details). I extracted the desertscrub land cover class to create a binary raster map 
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indicating scrub presence or absence. The -800 km^ study area includes 8x10^ pixels, 

its rectangular extent roughly 1.5 x 10^ pixels. To make repeated analysis over the study 

area computationally tractable, I used the nearest-neighbor method to resample the scrub 

map to a resolution of 16 mVpixel (reducing the size of the raster maps by a factor of 

nearly 16). Following Turner (in prep-a), I computed the proportion of land covered by 

desertscrub within 56 m (variable xi; "local" scale; 1 ha area) and 1,784 m (variable X2; 

"landscape" scale; 1,000 ha) of each TBC site. Preliminary analysis revealed negligible 

difference between land cover measurements xi and X2 computed from the reduced raster 

maps and those computed from the more unwieldy original maps. All further analyses 

therefore use the reduced 16 m^/pixel map. 

Alternative futures: development scenarios 

I evaluated two sets of scenarios reflecting alternative futures for Tucson's desert bird 

fauna. The first set begins with undeveloped areas, and explores the impacts of 

alternative development strategies. I refer to these hereafter as development scenarios. 

The second set, restoration scenarios, begins with developed areas, and explores 

alternative strategies for the restoration of native bird species within the context of 

development. 

For the development scenarios to reflect the impacts of development relative to natural 

areas, I had to begin with a large expanse of relatively undisturbed land. From the 

present-day Tucson base map, I chose an 8x8 km area composed primarily of 

desertscrub. Much of the area lies within Saguaro National Park East; the remainder 
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includes some low-intensity residential development in eastern Tucson. (Although even 

low-density development in Tucson often reduces scrub cover substantially, scrub cover 

in this particular area remains - at this time - almost as high as that of the neighboring 

park). The development scenarios add non-scrub habitat to this template (hereafter, the 

Saguaro plot) in different levels and configurations, simulating different strategies by 

which other desert areas may be developed in the future. Evaluation of these scenarios 

will provide insight into the means by which we might mitigate some negative impacts of 

new development on desert bird species. I organize alternative development scenarios 

around a series of specific questions: 

When undisturbed desert is developed, what effect does total development area have? 

Scenarios D1-D3 each add 50x50 m developed patches to the Saguaro plot. Scenario D1 

places one such patch in the corner of each 100x100 m cell of a regular grid. D2 

additionally places a patch in the opposite corner of each cell, while D3 fills 3 of the 4 

available spots of each cell with developed patches. Each scenario thus corresponds to a 

different total developed area, expressed as the percentage of all land area comprising 

added development (Dl, 25%; D2, 50%, D3, 75%). 

What are the relative impacts of clustered and dispersed development? Do these relative 

impacts change with total development area? The previous scenarios varied total 

developed area while holding developed patch size constant. Scenarios D4-6 repeat the 

procedure of D1-D3, but with a patch size of 100x100 m; scenarios D7-D9, 500x500 m; 
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D10-D12, 1000x1000 m; and D13-D15, 2000x2000 m. For a given total developed area, 

evaluation of different patch sizes yields a comparison of clustered and dispersed 

development. Large patches mimic clustered development, which constrains development 

to certain large blocks. Scenarios with small patches reflect more dispersed development, 

in which each parcel contains both developed and undeveloped area. 

What influence does percent scrub cover within developed patches have? As 

development covers more area, the amount of scrub cover present within developed 

patches may influence bird species' responses to the overall landscape. To test this, I 

repeated each of the above development scenarios with two levels of scrub cover within 

the developed patches (5.8%, the average for central Tucson as a whole; and 0%, which 

some neighborhoods approach). 

Alternative futures: restoration scenarios 

In contrast to the development scenarios, the restoration scenarios assume that only a 

fraction of the metropolitan landscape will be subject to modification for bird habitat. 

Evaluating these scenarios should provide insights of broad interest. However, the 

scenarios are of most direct relevance either for restoring habitat to largely developed 

central Tucson, or in the event that planning for diversity earns only minor consideration 

in the future development of outlying areas. Either case requires that most past and 

present planning practices be left intact. Thus, in the restoration scenarios, I added 

features to the present-day base map of Tucson. Unless otherwise specified, the term 
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"park" hereafter refers to restored or preserved land comprising scrub habitat. I organize 

alternative restoration scenarios around a series of specific questions: 

In a network of habitat parks, what ejfect does total park area have? Scenarios R1-R5 all 

add 100x100 m habitat parks to the base map. Each scenario corresponds to a different 

total habitat area, expressed as the percentage of all land area comprising added habitat 

(Scenario Rl: 3%; R2: 5%; R3: 10%; R4; 15%; R5: 20%). For each, an imaginary grid is 

constructed with square cells of side w, with w chosen such that placing a park within 

each cell will result in the desired total habitat area. Then, one park is placed randomly 

within each cell, under the constraint that no park extends within w/10 of a cell boundary. 

The latter constraint, and the grid system in general, prevent parks from overlap and 

chance clustering. 

In a network of habitat parks, what effect does park size have? Scenarios R6-R10 all add 

parks to the base map which, combined, cover 5% of all land area. Each scenario 

corresponds to a different size of individual parks (Scenario R6: all parks have width of 

50 m; R7: 100 m; R8: 500 m; R9: 1000 m; RIO: 2000 m). Aside from these changes, park 

placement occurs identically to that of Scenarios R1-R5. Note that R7 and R2 are 

identical scenarios within different experiments. 

How does the effect of linear parks along existing watercourses differ from that of a 

network of square parks? The vast majority of Tucson-area watercourses are washes that 

flow only with heavy or prolonged rain events. Many have been heavily modified by past 
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development, and most urban washes have been cleared of native vegetation altogether. 

Scenarios R11-R13 add linear habitat parks along the routes of these existing 

watercourses to the base map. Each scenario corresponds to a different width of habitat 

restored (Scenario Rll, 10 m on each side of wash; R12, 20 m; R13, 30 m). To facilitate 

comparison with square park networks, I computed the total area of restored habitat for 

each watercourse scenario. 

What is the ejfect of adding linear habitat features where no watercourses exist? Even 

with restored habitat buffers along their banks, washes do not reach large portions of 

central Tucson. Scenarios R14-R16 first fill in the washless areas with a network of linear 

parks similar in density to the washes present elsewhere around Tucson. Then, Scenarios 

R14-R16 repeat the approach of Rl 1-R13, adding habitat buffers to either side of the 

entire network. 

What effect does the percent scrub cover within restored areas have? The percent scrub 

cover possible in restored areas will depend on the effort taken in selecting sites, creating 

habitat, and possibly even maintaining habitat (e.g., assuring water availability). I thus 

evaluate each of the above restoration scenarios at two levels of percent scrub cover 

within added parks. I first copied park habitat from equivalently sized parcels from the 

Saguaro plot (mean scrub cover; 39.3%; though less disturbed than almost any other 8x8 

km section of the study area, the plot nevertheless reflects some development and other 

impacts). I then repeated the analyses with park habitat based on a template comprising 
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75% deseitscrub and 25% non-scrub. This template may better represent restoration 

potential at park sites if some effort goes into site selection and design. 

Model parameterization and predicted responses 

For each species, I first fitted the constraint model using maximum likelihood methods. 

Model parameterization used the snapshot of bird data from the TBC and the unmodified 

base map of present-day Tucson. 

I evaluated 62 total alternative future scenarios (D1-D15 at two levels of development 

scrub cover; R1-R16 at two levels of park scrub cover, not counting R7, which duplicates 

R2; the original Tucson base map; and the unmodified Saguaro plot). Under each 

alternative future scenario, I computed the local (xi) and landscape fe) proportion scrub 

cover at a number of sites. I then used these variables, with each species' maximum 

likelihood parameter estimates, to predict the probability of occurrence pocc under each 

scenario, for each species, at each site. 

If species vary in their responses to scrub cover, a single statistic defining scenarios as 

"good" or "bad" for desert birds may not exist. I thus computed several statistics to assess 

bird responses to alternative scenarios. The first, MEANP, is the mean occurrence 

probability across sites. Large MEANP reflect high occurrence probabilities and/or 

distribution over many sites. 

A second statistic, PROP75, measures the fraction of the study area in which a species is 

predicted to approach its highest feasible occurrence probability pmax-1 estimate pmax as 
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the mean of the 50 highest pocc values (i.e. at the 50 best sites) for a species predicted 

from the base map of present-day Tucson. (Although development has eliminated or 

degraded habitat over most of Tucson, well-vegetated sites in outlying parts of the study 

area offer a good indication of the maximum possible). PROP75, then, is the proportion 

of sites under a given scenario having pocc > 0.75 pmax-

MEANP and PROP75 are computed for each species under each scenario. I compute a 

third statistic, SPDIV, only once for each scenario. SPDIV predicts per-site species 

diversity (number of species). Animals move and populations fluctuate in ecological time 

and space. Any measure of species diversity must be qualified accordingly. SPDIV, 

computed from point-count visits, estimates the diversity one could expect to encounter 

on a visit to a given location using similar survey methods. I compute SPDIV as the sum 

of the mean predicted occurrence probability MEANP over all species. 

The two sets of scenarios (development and restoration) differ in the base map to which 

they add features. Accordingly, I use different sites to predict species occurrence (and 

compute the above statistics) for the two sets. For the development scenarios, I sampled 

sites only within the central 4x4 km of the Saguaro plot (computing landscape scrub 

cover at sites outside this central area would have included land even further from the 

park). Sampling sites should maintain spatial coverage, but avoid coinciding with 

geometries of the underlying development scenarios. I thus placed a sampling site 
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randomly within each 200x200 m cell of a regular grid laid over the central 4x4 km (n = 

400 sites). 

In the restoration scenarios, I expected the addition of habitat to the existing base map to 

have little effect in areas that have high habitat cover to begin with. Further, since the 

restoration scenarios evaluate approaches to augment habitat in developed areas, minor 

changes in less-developed areas are of less interest. I thus placed sampling sites for 

restoration scenarios in each 200x200 m cell of a grid over a more highly developed 300 

km^ area including central Tucson (n = 7242 sites). Figure 4-1 shows boundaries of the 

300 km^ developed area, and the 8x8 km Saguaro plot, on a map of the overall Tucson 

study area. 

Results 

Development: Effect of total developed area 

Development scenarios added developed parcels to the (relatively) undisturbed Saguaro 

plot. As developed area increased from 0 to 75%, MEANP declined for all 14 species 

(Figure 4-2A-C). The decline in predicted values averaged 18.3% per species, and was 

much larger for some species than others (e.g., ATFL and GIFL declined 68% and 78%, 

respectively). 

Compared to its effect on MEANP, total area had a greater effect on PROP75, which 

predicts the fraction of sites at which a species not only exists but also does well. For all 

species, PROP75 either stayed the same or - more frequently - declined with increasing 
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total developed area (Figure 4-2D-F). PROP75 fell dramatically for several species, 

including BTSP, CANT, and COHU (all of which dropped from >90% occurrence to 

<5%). SPDIV decreased 27% as total developed area increased from 0% to 75%. 

Development: Clustered vs dispersed development 

The effect of patch size on bird occurrence in development scenarios was both less 

substantial and less clear. Changing patch width from 50 m to 2000 m did not result in 

more than a 6% decline in SPDIV for any given total area (Figure 4-3). Although patch 

size produced little change in MEANP values (compare Figure 4-2A-C with G-I), it led 

to varying responses in PROP75 among species. PROP75 declined for most species with 

increasing patch size, but increased with respect to patch size for a few species at 75% 

developed area (compare Figure 4-2E-F with K-L).0 

Development: Scrub cover within developed patches 

Reducing the percentage scrub cover within developed patches from 5.8% to 0% 

produced little change to development scenario results for many species. However, the 5 

most common species overall - GIWO, CACW, GAQU, CBTH, and VERD - show a 

notable exception. When scrub cover in development shifted to 0%, predicted values for 

each of these species showed change with respect to patch size (Figure 4-4). This change 

is most evident in the response of predicted PROP75 to patch size when total developed 

area reaches 75% (Figure 4-4C-D). Specifically, in the 0% development scrub cover case, 

PROP75 drops precipitously as patch width increases beyond 100 m. 
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Restoration: Effect of total park area 

Restoration scenarios added networks of habitat parks to the Tucson-area basemap and 

predicted their impacts over central Tucson. Increasing total park area produced 

monotonic increases in MEANP values for all species (Figure 4-5A-C). With a single 

exception (PYRR) all species begin at 0% to 3% area at or near their maximum rate of 

increase (slope) in MEANP with respect to total park area. SPDFV increased 33.9% as 

total area increased from 0% to 20%. 

PROP75 increased in a more exaggerated manner than MEANP or SPDIV with respect to 

total park area (Figure 4-5D-F). Several species show fivefold or greater increases in 

PROP75 as total park area increases. Compared to MEANP, PROP75 shows more 

sigmoid or threshold-type behavior, in which some species (GAQU, CACW, PYRR, 

BTGN, and others) do not reach their maximum rate of increase in PROP75 with habitat 

area added until total area approaches higher levels. 

Restoration: Effect of park size 

MEANP values change little with change in park sizes from 50 m to 2000 m wide (Figure 

4-6A-C). Over this increase in size, SPDIV decreases 5.5%. On the other hand, species 

show varied responses in PROP75 with change in park size (Figure 4-6D-F). In 

particular, the 5 most common species decrease with increasing park size, while the 

remainder of species (n=9) increase. 
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Restoration: Restoring existing washes and new linear parks 

With some exceptions, the effects of restoring Tucson's existing wash network generally 

follow those of restoring square habitat parks (Figure 4-7). Lines plotting predicted 

MEANP and SPDIV values against total area for wash restoration widths of 10, 20, and 

30 m are visually nearly indistinguishable from the corresponding lines for 100x100 m 

square habitat parks. However, slight differences arise in the response of PROP75 to 

increasing total wash network area. For each of the 5 most common species (e.g., VERD 

in Figure 4-7), PROP75 at 10 m wash restoration width lies above the square habitat park 

line, while PROP75 at 30 m lies below. For many of the less-common species (e.g., 

BTGN in Figure 4-7), the opposite pattern occurs. This phenomenon - wider wash 

restoration widths aiding less-common species - recurs in the scenarios in which new 

linear parks are added in addition to the existing wash network (Figure 4-7). 

Restoration: Effect of increased scrub cover within habitat parks 

Increasing the scrub cover within restored habitat from 39.3% to 75% universally 

increases predicted MEANP, PROP75, and SPDIV values in restoration scenarios. With 

75% habitat, increasing total restored area from 0% to 20% caused a 41.8% increase in 

SPDIV (Figure 4-8; compare to an increase of 33.9% when the less dense habitat was 

added). Increasing the density of restored scrub cover also magnified the difference in 

SPDIV values between small and large parks. Figure 4-8 shows response of SPDIV to 

total habitat area under various restoration scenarios using 75% scrub cover within 

restored habitat. 
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Discussion 
No one study can anticipate all possible alternatives for future development or 

restoration. The challenge, then, is to evaluate a set of alternatives that provide detailed 

guidance on the greatest number of options. The 62 scenarios evaluated by the present 

study offer many relevant insights, and lay the groundwork for investigating additional 

questions and evaluating more specific scenarios as they arise. 

In development scenarios, increasing total development area had substantial effects on 

most species, with less-common species suffering particularly severe decreases in 

MEANP and PROP75 values. The two species experiencing the greatest declines in 

MEANP - ATFL and GIFL - were two of those shown in previous work to depend on 

large amounts of scrub cover at landscape scales (Turner in prep-a). This dependence on 

large spatial scales is measured somewhat differently from area sensitivity (sensu Bond 

1957, Robbins et al. 1989). Yet these two concepts reflect much of the same biology: 

some species depend critically on having large amounts of habitat present over broad 

spatial scales. Previous work documented the negative impacts of habitat fragmentation 

on area-sensitive species (Robbins et al. 1989). The findings here reinforce this notion: 

loss of habitat in finely fragmented landscapes (smaller patch sizes) will likely most 

strongly affect area-sensitive species. 

Predictions of PROP75 - the proportion of sites at which species approach their 

maximum occurrence - reveal threshold-like behavior with respect to developed area. In 

these cases, slight decreases in PROP75 as developed area increased from 0% to 25% and 
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50% gave no warning of the large drops to occur when developed area increased further 

(Figure 4-2E-F). Knowing in advance the position of such thresholds would enable 

planners to avoid the severe impacts of crossing them. Such knowledge would be quite 

valuable, as the construction of buildings is an extraordinarily difficult management 

action to undo, for reasons both physical and legal. It's possible that one might expect 

such thresholds to occur at some point given such concepts as minimum area 

requirements. However, knowing beforehand the levels of development at which these 

thresholds will occur in complex landscapes may only be possible through simulations 

like the present study. 

In a recent review, Marzluff et al. (2001b) noted that few have investigated whether 

particular patterns of development reduce the negative impacts of development density 

on biodiversity. This issue would be of considerable interest, if modifying the spatial 

arrangement of development - all other things being equal - could reduce the impacts of 

development without reducing the total area that can be developed. However, in contrast 

with changes in total developed area, changing the pattern by which development takes 

place from clustered to random had relatively less effect on the predicted occurrence of 

native desert species (Figure 4-2, Figure 4-3). 

To the extent that there was an effect of clustering (as represented by patch size of 

developed areas), it appeared to decrease species' occurrence (Figure 4-3, Figure 4-4). 

Even if the effect is small relative to that of habitat area, this finding at first glance 
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appears to contradict other work recommending clustered development (e.g., Arendt 

1996). But the benefits of clustered development arise when the undeveloped landscape 

contains areas varying in habitat quality. This variation provides the opportunity to 

concentrate development in the poorest habitat and preserve the best. In our case, in 

contrast, the initial habitat to be developed does not vary widely in habitat quality, 

providing little opportunity to target clustered development in habitats of lower value. 

Interpretation of the result that clustered development had little impact requires caution. 

Clustered development provides many known benefits (e.g., maintaining hydrological 

processes, minimizing infrastructure costs and stresses, preservation of wildlife habitat, 

farmland, or rural character; Whyte 1964, Arendt 1996). In many cases, clustered 

development also reduces the number of decisions necessary to locate each developed 

unit in habitat of least conservation value. Moreover, clustered development may provide 

better assurance that remaining habitat will remain protected than more dispersed 

development. Dispersed development, by distributing retained habitat over many parcels, 

increases the number of individuals directly responsible for stewardship of that habitat. 

No guarantee exists that they will work as a cohesive unit, or that they share similar 

motivations and knowledge of stewardship. Evidence justifies these concerns. Even in 

older Tucson developments which historically had some scrub cover, one finds on a 

regular basis yards of scrub vegetation razed to be replaced with turf, crushed rock, or 

nonnative plantings. And in a study following stormwater detention/retention features 

placed on individual lots (rather than the broader development or subdivision level) in 
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Phoenix, Arizona, more than 90% were filled or otherwise rendered useless by 

landowners within 5 years (Maricopa County Flood Control District, pers. comm.). 

Although dispersed development presents challenges, these challenges might be 

overcome through education of landowners and creation of new policy instruments. Other 

findings of this study suggest additional reasons to focus on improving habitat within 

development itself. In some cases, decreasing the amount of scrub cover within 

developed patches from 5.8% to 0% had marked effects on PROP75. This effect was 

strongest for common species and large percentages of area developed (Figure 4-4C-D). 

Thus, the persistence of several charismatic native desert species (GAQU, CBTH, and 

others) in developed landscapes may depend critically on intervening developed areas 

retaining modest scrub cover. Because desertscrub birds generally require desertscrub 

habitat, it makes sense that developed areas, if appropriately managed for habitat, can 

play a role in supporting some of these species. This suggests that developed areas per se 

can be an important (though at present greatly underused) tool in conserving nature. 

However, whereas clustered development already has tools for effectively protecting 

open space and other features (Arendt 1996), no existing methods can provide similar 

confidence that wjY/im-development levels of habitat will persist. To expand the means by 

which we can sustain biodiversity, conservation biologists must work with planners, 

policymakers, and others to develop such tools. 
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The more densely developed parts of Tucson (including the 300 km^ area used in 

restoration analyses) currently have few parks designed to support natural habitat and 

native species. Restoring native habitat in Tucson to reduce, and possibly reverse, the loss 

of Tucson's native species will add urban areas to the list of potential opportunities for 

conserving nature. Restoration will provide useful lessons on how future development 

can minimize the negative effects encountered in the past. It may additionally provide 

increased opportunities for residents to interact with, benefit from, and develop an 

appreciation of nature (Turner in prep-b). The restoration scenarios analyzed here 

indicate several useful approaches to restoring Tucson's desert species. 

Evaluation of scenarios adding habitat parks to developed Tucson revealed no thresholds 

of total area which must be met to begin increasing MEANP. However, many species do 

show threshold-like behavior (sigmoid curves) for PROP75 (Figure 4-5D-F). This 

indicates that larger total amounts of restored area may be required to make substantial 

differences in the areas over which species approach their natural occurrence 

probabilities. Increasing total habitat area may always produce the greatest improvements 

for these species. But if increasing total habitat area is the only management option 

available, many of these species may not reach meaningful levels in densely developed 

Tucson, and must be the focus of conservation efforts in less-developed (or undeveloped) 

areas. 
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Results for other scenarios, however, indicate that more management options exist. For 

example, PYRR, ATFL, GRRO, and PUMA (among others) show higher thresholds of 

total habitat area necessary for increased PROP75. Yet, these same species show some 

increase in PROP75 for lower total habitat areas (e.g., 5%) when scenarios use larger 

individual parks (Figure 4-6E-F). Additionally, restoration scenarios using 75% scrub 

cover benefited all species in comparison to 39.3% cover. Managing for denser scrub 

vegetation, or including some large natural parks may expand the set of species which 

can be supported in urban areas. 

Undeveloped wash sections, restricted almost exclusively to less-developed suburbs and 

natural areas, generally support substantial desertscrub habitat on their banks, frequently 

even within channels. However, the potential for retaining habitat along washes to date 

has largely been squandered in developed Tucson. Many urban watercourses have been 

rerouted, channelized, built in, or diverted onto streets as the primary mechanism of water 

conveyance. Most that remain have been denuded of native vegetation. How do these 

washes or other linear parks compare as targets for restoring habitat and native species? 

Plots of MEANP against total habitat area for all species show little difference between 

restoring washes and/or additional linear parks, and creating square parks (Figure 4-7A-

B). PROP75 plots reveal more variation among species. In particular, for a given total 

area, narrower widths of restored habitat over a more extensive wash/linear park network 

enhances conditions for a group of species (Figure 4-7C; note, e.g., that the extended 

network line lies over that of the existing network). In contrast, greater widths of restored 
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habitat along washes (with no added linear park network) enhance conditions for another 

group of species (Figure 4-7D; note that slope of lines increasing width of habitat exceed 

that of line increasing total square park area). 

It thus appears that the restoration of washes offers some of the same basic options as 

restoring more 2-dimensional parks: increasing total area has similar effects in either 

case; for a given area, increasing wash width has an effect similar to increasing park size; 

and, for a given area, increasing the linear extent of the wash network has an effect 

similar to decreasing park size. But other factors may make habitat along washes a more 

efficient choice for sustaining nature in cities. First, predicted values for all species 

responded positively to denser scrub vegetation within habitat patches. Areas along 

washes regularly support higher densities of scrub vegetation (as measured in the Tucson 

scrub raster map, data not shown); attaining these densities in upland areas may be more 

difficult. Whereas previous analyses assumed constant vegetation density among 

scenarios, higher vegetation density possible near washes confers advantages on wash 

restoration relative to square parks (Figure 4-9). Second, habitat restored along washes 

could mimic more closely that of larger natural washes in the upper Sonoran Desert. 

These washes include xeroriparian vegetation (mesquites, palo verdes and other taller and 

denser streamside vegetation) in addition to adjacent swaths of dense desertscrub. This 

approach, in addition to benefiting desertscrub species, would simultaneously improve 

the lot of xeroriparian species, a group which Turner (2003b) found to have even greater 

reductions in frequency in developed Tucson than desertscrub species. Third, Tucson's 
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washes, where they remain intact, can function as corridors for the dispersal of various 

animals, a benefit unrealizable without linear parks. Finally, habitat restoration efforts 

along washes can be combined with compatible human needs, such as trail networks, 

passive recreation, and the conveyance of stormwater. 

With humanity becoming increasingly urban, cities worldwide must satisfy human needs 

while maintaining other species and the natural character of their region. The approach 

presented here provides an effective tool for navigating this tradeoff because it explicitly 

accounts for the role of spatial pattern and allows detailed evaluation of alternative design 

strategies. This approach could be employed in other cities, or human-dominated 

landscapes in general, where species can be identified that respond to a common set of 

factors (e.g., a common and identifiable habitat). The simulation approach does not 

ignore natural history; it begins with knowledge of natural history and ecological 

processes, and complements these by filling in details of spatial phenomena. Likewise, 

the conservation of nature in cities cannot substitute for the conservation of nature 

elsewhere; we can neglect neither approach if we are to preserve Earth's biodiversity. 
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Table 4-1: Names, abbreviations, migrant status, and overall Tucson Bird Count 
frequencies of occurrence for the 14 desertscrub species investigated. 

Code Common name Scientiflc name Migrant" /i"* %tot' 
GIWO Gila Woodpecker Melanerpes uropygialis 580 80.0 

CACW Cactus Wren Campylorhynchus brunneicapillus 527 72.7 

GAQU Gambel's Quail Callipepla gambelii 479 66.1 

CBTH Curve-billed Thrasher Toxostoma curvirostre 418 57.7 

VERD Verdin Auriparus flaviceps 393 54.2 

ATFL Ash-throated Flycatcher Myiarchus cinerascens Y 159 21.9 

PYRR Pyrrhuloxia Cardinalis sinuatus 128 17.7 

GIFL Gilded Flicker Colaptes chrysoides 110 15.2 

BTSP Black-throated Sparrow Amphispiza bilineata 63 8.7 

BTGN Black-tailed Gnatcatcher Polioptila melanura 57 7.9 

CANT Canyon Towhee Pipilo fuscus 41 5.7 

PUMA Purple Martin Progne subis Y 30 4.1 
GRRO Greater Roadrunner Geococcyx californianus 25 3.4 
COHU Costa's Hummingbird Calypte costae Y 19 2.6 

a Migrant status. Y indicates species which breed in the Tucson area, migrate, and have 
some part of their winter range in the Neotropics. 
b Number of sites at which species recorded. 
c Percent of 725 total sites at which species recorded. 
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Figure 4-1: Map of Tucson study area showing roads (gray lines), nature reserves 
(gray shading), 725 Tucson Bird Count sites (dots), and boundaries of the 300 km^ 
developed area (thick solid line) and less-disturbed area (the 8x8 km "Saguaro 
plot", dashed line) used in constructing alternative future scenarios. 
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Figure 4-2: Predicted impacts on desert bird species of adding developed patches 
(5.8% scrub cover within development) to relatively undisturbed Saguaro plot, 
using patches of width 50 (A-F) and 2000 m (G-L). Each column shows results for a 
subset of species. Left column: GIWO (A), CACW (o), GAQU (•), CBTH (•), VERD 
(0); center column: ATFL (A), PYRR (o), GIFL (•), BTSP (•), BTGN (0); right 
column: CANT (A), PUMA (o), COHU (•), GRRO (•). See Table 4-1 for species 
names. 
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Figure 4-3: Predicted response of SPDIV to total developed area for development 
scenarios, in which developed patches of width 50 m (solid) and 2000 m (dashed) are 
added to the Saguaro plot. Developed patches themselves comprise 5.8% 
desertscrub. 
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Figure 4-4: Decreased scrub cover within developed patches exacerbates species' 
predicted responses to developed patch size. Left column: 5.8% scrub within 
developed patches; right column: 0%. Species symbols (same in all graphs): GIWO 
(A), CACW (o), GAQU (•), CBTH (•), VERD (0). 
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Figure 4-5: Effect of total park area on predicted bird response statistics for 
restoration scenarios. As combined park area increases, size of individual parks 
remains a constant 100x100 m. Parks copy sections of the Saguaro plot, and average 
39.3% desertscrub cover. See Figure 4-3 legend for symbol and column designations 
for species. 
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Figure 4-6: In adding habitat paries to developed Tucson, patch size has little 
influence on MEANP (A-C), but has varying effects on PROP75 for different species 
(D-F). Parks average 39.3% desertscrub cover. See Figure 4-3 legend for symbol 
and column designations for species. 
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Figure 4-7: Predicted effects of restoration along existing washes (solid line) and 
extended linear park network (dashed) in comparison to 100x100 m square parks 
(dotted). All restored areas average 39.3% desertscrub cover. Species selected for 
qualitative representation of birds responding similarly: CBTH (•), BTGN (0). 
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Figure 4-8: Impacts to SPDIV of various restoration scenarios adding liabitat to the 
developed Tucson base map: square parks, fixed park size of 100x100 m (•); square 
parks, various park sizes at fixed total area (•); restored existing washes (solid line); 
restored existing washes and new linear parks (dashed line). In all cases, restored 
habitat comprises 75% desertscrub. SPDIV scale does not begin at 0. 
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Figure 4-9: Washes may be more effective than square parks in restoring birds to 
developed areas. Both maps show predicted probability of occurrence pocc for 
Gambel's Quail (GAQU) at 7242 sites. Light gray shading indicates sites havingpocc 
< 0.5; medium gray, 0.5 < pocc < 0.75; black, 0.75 < pocc < !• A, Scenario R2, which 
adds 100x100 m parks covering 5% of total area; habitat comprises 39.3% 
desertscrub cover. B, Scenario R15, which adds a 20 m band of habitat on either 
side of existing washes and new linear parks (black lines; 4.7% of total area); 
habitat comprises a higher 75 % desertscrub cover more easily attained near washes. 
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Chapter 5: Urban humans worldwide concentrated away 
from biodiversity 

Urbanization generally depresses biodiversity for many taxa (Kowarik 1995, Mclntyre 

2000, Marzluff 2001). This pattern, and humankind's causative role in it (Marzluff and 

Ewing 2001, McKinney 2002), are conceptually straightforward. Yet conflicting 

evidence exists (Balmford et al. 2001, Kiihn et al. submitted), and the global extent of the 

problem remains unclear. We here show a systematic pattern of biodiversity: urban 

residents worldwide live in neighborhoods of impoverished biodiversity. This pattern 

occurs despite substantial diversity present in urban areas overall, and becomes more 

severe when only native species are considered. With humanity becoming increasingly 

urban (United Nations Population Division 2001), our findings have a tragic and seldom-

considered consequence: billions of people face loss of the opportunity to benefit from or 

develop an appreciation of nature. Because various negative impacts (e.g., Anderson et 

al. 1996) preclude spreading our population more thinly over the world as a solution, we 

must develop and implement the means to sustain more of nature where we live. 

To measure the biological diversity existing near people, we used human census data and 

an unprecedented data set of species distributions collected over metropolitan areas 

diverse in age, structure, geographic location, and surrounding natural habitats (Turner 

2003a, Hadidan et al. 1997, Degen and Otto 1988, Ornithologische Arbeitsgruppe Berlin 

(West) 1985, Dinetti and Romano 2002, Murata 1997). The unique methods behind the 

species data - surveying every cell of a regular grid across a metropolitan area - enable a 
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direct evaluation of the diversity present where people live. Although slight variations 

among survey methods prevent comparison of diversity values between cities, these data 

are ideal for within-city comparisons. 

We calculated the diversity near each grid cell (neighborhood diversity, ND) as the total 

number of species found in the surrounding 9-cell neighborhood. For all humans in each 

study area, we compared the ND where they live to a baseline level. Our initial analyses 

used mean neighborhood diversity (MND) of all cells in the study area as a baseline. (We 

later use a less conservative baseline.) This comparison revealed a systematic pattern of 

humans living in areas of impoverished diversity (Table 5-1). For example, of the 0.5 

million people in the Tucson study area (Figure 5-1), 71.2% live in neighborhoods having 

below-average bird diversity. Of 4.4 million people in all cities with bird data, 73.2% live 

amidst diversity below their cities MND. 

We also wondered whether people living in below-average diversity experience only 

slightly lower diversity. To evaluate the magnitude of the decrease in diversity near 

people, we compared the number of people living in neighborhoods with high and low 

diversities. The definition of high and low diversities is somewhat arbitrary. We defined 

these terms as neighborhoods with diversity ND more than 1 SD above or below MND, 

respectively, where SD is the standard deviation of ND. SD values were sufficiently large 

(varying from 21% to 30% of the MND among cities) such that neighborhoods MND-i-/-

SD are meaningfully distant from the mean. (Florence was an exception. Due to its low 
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SD of 3.6 species, Florence was assigned cutoffs of MND-I-/-5). People in neighborhoods 

of low diversity far outnumber those in neighborhoods of high diversity (Figure 5-2). Of 

4.4 million people in all cities with bird data, 33.1% live in low-diversity neighborhoods, 

while only 8.9% live in high-diversity neighborhoods. In only one case (Chiba City ferns) 

did the population high-diversity neighborhoods exceed half the population in those of 

low diversity (Table 5-1). Changing the distance of the high/low cutoffs from MND did 

not qualitatively change results, and in no case caused the population of the most diverse 

neighborhoods to exceed that of the least. 

Urban biotas often possess increased abundances of non-native species (e.g., Marzluff 

2001). When we repeated analyses using native species only, the measured displacement 

of humans relative to nature became more severe for every city (Table 5-1). Tucson's 

non-native birds illustrate this pattern. All 6 of Tucson's non-native species are common, 

but occur more often in more densely populated areas (Turner 2003a). Removing these 

species from the analysis increases the human population living below MND from 71.2% 

to 76.0%. Initial calculations showing that most urbanites live amongst depressed 

diversity obscured the fact that some of this reduced diversity - a substantial proportion 

in cities like Tucson - comprises species not native to the area. 

Mean neighborhood diversity is a conservative baseline against which to evaluate 

neighborhood richness accessible to people, as it makes no attempt to correct for citywide 

declines in diversity since development began. The species database is sound, but lacks 
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the detailed pre-settlement data that could provide a more informative baseline. An 

alternative baseline approximates this historical one by using data from the least-

disturbed areas in the existing database. For two cities, we estimated park neighborhood 

diversity (PND) by averaging all neighborhoods whose centers lie in parks bearing some 

semblance to natural habitats. Values of PND exceeded the more conservative MND 

(28.0 species vs 23.1 for Tucson; 41.7 vs 33.6 for Washington). Using PND, the human 

population in neighborhoods below baseline increased accordingly (from 71.2% to 90.8% 

for Tucson; from 55.6% to 88.8% for Washington). PND values may remain 

conservative, because they include data from developed areas (few parks themselves 

cover 9 cells), and because of the indirect effects of adjacent development on park 

diversity. In the absence of detailed historical distributional data, the degree to which 

urban humans experience depressed biodiversity is likely to be underestimated. 

Perhaps we have defined neighborhoods too narrowly. If humans are able to experience 

nature over broader areas around their residences, it would make more species available 

to them. This might reduce the number of people classified as living amidst low diversity. 

We tested this hypothesis by varying the size of the neighborhood over which we 

compute ND. Changing neighborhood size did alter the fraction of the population living 

below MND. In Washington, as neighborhood size increased from 1 to 13 cells, fewer 

people were classified as living in neighborhoods below MND (percent below MND 

decreased monotonically from 65.9% to 53.9%). Chiba City showed the same qualitative 

change. But Florence changed little, and Berlin and Tucson went in the opposite 
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direction. For example, with the same change in neighborhood size as in Washington, the 

portion of Tucson's population living below MND increased monotonically from 63.4% 

to 71.6%. 

Why do different cities change in opposing directions? The answer may lie in the spatial 

layout of high-diversity areas within cities. The variation in species composition and 

diversity in Tucson occurs at relatively broad spatial scales. Tucson's diverse natural 

parks and more diverse subdivisions lie at the city's periphery. Over a large region of 

central Tucson, increasing neighborhood area is not likely to include any such diverse 

areas. In contrast, several natural parks lie within Washington, and bring diversity within 

short distances of large numbers of residents. Even in some heavily urbanized portions of 

Washington, an increased neighborhood size may include a diverse park. An alternative 

(though not mutually exclusive) explanation exists. Urban sites harbor more homogenous 

sets of species than do natural ones (Blair 2001). Urban expanses without natural parks 

may thus have reduced beta diversity, resulting in fewer new species being added with 

increasing area. 

Viewed in the context of environmental generational amnesia (Kahn 2002, Kahn and 

Friedman 1995) and the related concept of shifting baselines (Pauly 1995), our findings 

have troubling implications. If human environmental expectations diminish as new 

generations are exposed to decreased diversity (Kahn 2002), the fact that the greatest 

numbers of people live below MND virtually guarantees the future decrease of our 
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expectations. This problem will be exacerbated by humanity's increasing urbanization in 

coming decades (United Nations Population Division 2001). 

We have explored in detail the spatial distribution of nature relative to people in urban 

areas, confirming both the existence and extent of a straightforward pattern. It is likely 

that much of Earth's urban human population lives in biological poverty. Even using the 

conservative MND baseline, this pattern holds over cities diverse in age, size, location, 

and surrounding habitats. There is little reason to doubt that it applies to other cities 

worldwide. No less than the healthy development of our children (Kellert 2002), our 

emotional well-being (Rohde and Kendle 1994), and our appreciation of nature - and 

thus the conservation of nature everywhere (Gould 1991) - may depend on finding and 

implementing solutions to these problems. One class of solutions, spreading people to 

those areas that are currently more diverse, may cause more problems than it solves (e.g., 

harm to species, Robinson et al. 1995, and ecosystem processes, Keeley and 

Fotheringham 2001, requiring large, undisturbed areas;, urban sprawl, Benfield et al. 

1999). We must therefore bring nature closer to people. Previous evidence (Rosenzweig 

2003) and the current study's finding of some areas of high diversity in close proximity 

to high human population density, indicate that opportunities exist to sustain biodiversity 

in and around the places we live, work, and play. The methods may differ depending on 

the context: in some places, entire inhabited landscapes may sustain wild things, while in 

densely populated areas more defined parks may prove the only feasible option. In either 

case, if our findings spur people to sustain nature in urban areas, then perhaps future 
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studies will reveal an increase in - rather than continued erosion of - the biological 

diversity present where we live. 



Table 5-1: Human population living in neighborhoods having different levels of neighborhood diversity, by city and species 
origin. 

City Taxon 
Survey 

Area (km^) Species* MNDt* Total§ 

Human population 

Below MND II* Tail ration 
Tucson, Arizona, USA birds 801 134 (128) t 23.1 (19.1) 502,684 71.2% (76.0%) 4.6 
Washington, DC, USA birds 186 91 (87) t 33.6 (29.2) 515,785 55.6% (56.5%) 2.6 

Berlin (West), Germany birds 482 91 (89) 23.5 (22.6) 1,870,029 82.4% (82.5%) 4.4 
Berlin (East), Germany birds 390 88 (87) 22.7 (22.0) 1,104,530 65.4% (68.6%) 2.1 

Florence, Italy birds 102 82 (75) 49.7 (45.5) 376,792 77.2% (77.8%) 13.3# 
Chiba City, Japan ferns 277 121 (121) 28.7 880,356 52.6% 1.1 

* Numbers indicate results including all species, or including only native species (in parentheses). 
t USA data include all birds species observed; other cities include only breeding birds. 
i MND: Mean neighborhood diversity (ND) across cells. Computed using 9-cell neighborhood for each cell. 
§ Total population. Includes only residents of cells for which sufficient data existed to compute ND (at least 7 of 9 cells surveyed). 
II Percentage of population living in neighborhoods with ND below MND. Bold entries are significantly greater (P<0.05) than expected 
based on 1000 randomizations of population values with respect to ND. 
H Ratio of population living in neighborhoods with ND below (MND -1 SD) to population above (MND + 1 SD). 
# Due to a low SD, high and low cutoffs for Florence were set at (MND +/- 5 species). 
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Figure 5-1: Human population and neighborhood bird diversity in the Tucson 
metropolitan area, a, Human population, with classes ranging from 0-200 per km^ 
(lightest) to 2800-7500 per km (darkest), b, Bird species diversity of the 9-cell 
neighborhood surrounding each cell. Lightest shading represents lowest diversity 
values (13-19 species), darkest represents highest (46-51). Both maps show major 
watercourses, extent of survey cells having well-surveyed neighborhoods (at least 7 
of 9 cells surveyed; black line), and shaded relief of nearby mountains. 
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Figure 5-2: Distribution of human population with respect to neighborhood species 
diversity, by city. The length of each bar represents the total number of people in all 
neighborhoods having the diversity on the vertical axis. Solid line indicates mean 
neighborhood species diversity (MND). Dotted lines indicate MND +/-1 SD (or +/- 5 
species for Florence only), with shading indicating population above (med. gray) 
and below (black) these values. Comparing area of gray to area of black indicates 
relative number of people in neighborhoods of high vs. low diversity, a, Tucson 
birds, b, Washington, DC birds, c, Berlin (West) birds, d, Berlin (East) birds, e, 
Florence birds, f, Chiba City ferns. 
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